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WAITING FOR THE REDEMPTION 

OF OUR BODIES 

PREFACE 

Deuteronomy 29:29 

"The LORD our God has secrets known to no one.  

We are not accountable for them,  

but we and our children are accountable forever for all that he has revealed to us,  

so that we may obey all the terms of these instructions. 

In an earlier study I have dealt with the creation of God and how Man was created in God’s 

own image extending in all dimensions of creation with God himself willfully contracted to allow 

freedom of will for man.  The story of generations of Jesus the incarnation goes right back to 

Adam and ends as ‘Adam, son of God’.  However during his stay with the Father in the Garden 

of Eden, Adam misused his freedom and fell into sin.  Sin and disobedience required Adam to 

be shrunk from the divine realm to the lower worlds which involved pain and suffering.  As a 

result the Father blessed his Sons of Adam with death, with hope that one day He could 

redeem mankind without violating the freedom of will given to them, with full status of Sonship. 

“For I reckon that the sufferings of the present critical time cannot compare with the coming 

glory to be revealed to us. For the eager expectation  of the creation awaits the revelation of 

the sons of God. For the creation was subjected to futility, not voluntarily but rather on account 

of the one who subjected it—in hope-—-because the creation itself will also be set free from its 

enslavement to corruption to obtain liberation [consisting] of the glory for the children of God   

For we know that the whole creation  groans together and travails together until now, and not 

only [the creation] but even ourselves who have the first fruits of the Spirit, even we ourselves, 

groan within ourselves as we await the redemption of our body. (Rom. 8:18—23)”   

1 Corinthians 15:36-37 That which you sow does not come to life unless it dies; and that which 

you sow, you do not sow the body which is to be, but a bare grain, perhaps of wheat or of 

something else.E 
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Hence death itself was given in love till the time of redemption.  What happens to this 

intermediate period?  We really do not have much revelation in this area.  But we are told that 

Proverbs 25:2  It is the glory of God to conceal a matter; to search out a matter is the glory of 

kings. 

1 Corinthians 13:11 -13 When I was a child, I used to speak like a child, think like a child, 

reason like a child; when I became a man, I did away with childish things.  For now we see in a 

mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will know fully just as I also 

have been fully known.  But now faith, hope, love, abide these three; but the greatest of these 

is love. 

So we the children of the King search through what is given even though we see it dimly 

knowing fully that what is behind all these is the love of our father. 

M. M. Ninan 

San Jose, CA 95126 

April, 2014 
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ROMANS 8: 19-25 

19 For the creation waits in eager expectation for the children of God to be 
revealed.  

20 For the creation was subjected to frustration,  
not by its own choice,  

but by the will of the one who subjected it,  
in hope 

 21 that the creation itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay  
and brought into the freedom and glory  

of the children of God. 

22 We know that the whole creation has been groaning as in the pains of 
childbirth  

right up to the present time.  
23 Not only so,  

but we ourselves, who have the firstfruits of the Spirit, groan inwardly  
as we wait eagerly for our adoption to sonship,  

the redemption of our bodies. 
24 For in this hope we were saved. 

 But hope that is seen is no hope at all.  
Who hopes for what they already have?  

25 But if we hope for what we do not yet have,  
we wait for it patiently. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

THE PLACE OF GATHERING 
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This term “gathered to his people”

death of the Patriarchs. 

 

Gen 25:8  Then Abraham gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full 

[of years]; and was gathered to his people.

Gen 25:17 and these [are] the years of the life of I

years: and he gave up the ghost and died; and

Gen 35:29  And Isaac gave up the ghost, and died, and

[being] old and full of days: and his sons Esau and Jacob buried him.

Jacob said in Gen.49:29 "I am to be gathered to my people." 

Gen 49:33  And when Jacob had made an end of commanding his sons, he gathered up his 

feet into the bed, and yielded up the ghost, and

Num 20:24  Aaron shall be gathered unto his people

Deu 32:50  And die in the mount whither thou goest up, and be gathered unto thy people; as 

Aaron thy brother died in mount Hor, and

David said that when his son died (2 Sam. 12:28) 

Thus in the Old Testament, death is not an extinction, 

departure from the material world into the spirit world

These spirits are referred to as “Rephaim” in the Old Testament Hebrew. 

Jewish Virtual Library gives two meanings for the word, Rephaim.

• “ The first is as a gentilic (e.g., Gen. 14:5; 15:20; Deut. 2:11) referring to a people 

distinguished by their enormous stature. 

(e.g., II Sam. 21:16, 18, 20;I Chron. 20:8). 

titanes as well as for gabbārē of the Peshitta and gibbarāyyā of the Targums. The 

Genesis Apocryphon (21:28) on the other hand prefers the noncommital rephā

• In its second use Rephaim designates "shades" or "spirits" and serves as a

synonym for metim (ֵמִתים; Isa. 26:14; Ps. 88:11). 
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“gathered to his people” is used throughout all Old Testament referring to the 

gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full 

was gathered to his people. 

these [are] the years of the life of Ishmael, an hundred and thirty and seven 

and he gave up the ghost and died; and was gathered unto his people.

gave up the ghost, and died, and was gathered unto his people

[being] old and full of days: and his sons Esau and Jacob buried him.  

o be gathered to my people."  

had made an end of commanding his sons, he gathered up his 

feet into the bed, and yielded up the ghost, and was gathered unto his people.

gathered unto his people: for he shall not enter into the land L..

And die in the mount whither thou goest up, and be gathered unto thy people; as 

Aaron thy brother died in mount Hor, and was gathered unto his people:

that when his son died (2 Sam. 12:28) I will go to him he will not come to me. 

  

eath is not an extinction, or annihilation of the person, but 

departure from the material world into the spirit world where all the generations are still living

as “Rephaim” in the Old Testament Hebrew.  

Jewish Virtual Library gives two meanings for the word, Rephaim. (Heb. ְרָפִאים

The first is as a gentilic (e.g., Gen. 14:5; 15:20; Deut. 2:11) referring to a people 

distinguished by their enormous stature. L. (Deut. 3:11) L(II Sam. 21:16, 18, 20).

(e.g., II Sam. 21:16, 18, 20;I Chron. 20:8).  L Septuagint's renderings gigantes and 

titanes as well as for gabbārē of the Peshitta and gibbarāyyā of the Targums. The 

Genesis Apocryphon (21:28) on the other hand prefers the noncommital rephā

In its second use Rephaim designates "shades" or "spirits" and serves as a

; Isa. 26:14; Ps. 88:11). “ 

all Old Testament referring to the 

gave up the ghost, and died in a good old age, an old man, and full 

, an hundred and thirty and seven 

people.  

was gathered unto his people, 

had made an end of commanding his sons, he gathered up his 

was gathered unto his people.  

all not enter into the land L.. 

And die in the mount whither thou goest up, and be gathered unto thy people; as 

was gathered unto his people: 

he will not come to me.  

or annihilation of the person, but  a 

where all the generations are still living.  

 .(ְרָפִאים

The first is as a gentilic (e.g., Gen. 14:5; 15:20; Deut. 2:11) referring to a people 

(II Sam. 21:16, 18, 20). L 

rings gigantes and 

titanes as well as for gabbārē of the Peshitta and gibbarāyyā of the Targums. The 

Genesis Apocryphon (21:28) on the other hand prefers the noncommital rephāʾayyā. 

In its second use Rephaim designates "shades" or "spirits" and serves as a poetic 
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ATS Bible Dictionary also affirms the same notion. 

“The Hebrew word is used in two distinct significations. 

1. REPHAIM is used to comprehend all the gigantic races of the Canaanites, of whom 

there were several families. There were Rephaim beyond Jordan, at Ashtaroth Karnaim, 

in the time of Abraham, Genesis 14:5; also some in the time of Moses. Og king of 

Bashan was of the Rephaim. In the time of Joshua, some of their descendants dwelt in 

the land of Canaan, Joshua 12:4 17:15, and we hear of them in David's time, in the city 

of Gath, 1 Chronicles 20:4-6. The giant Goliath and others were the remains of the 

Rephaim, or of the kindred family of Anakim. Their magnitude and strength are often 

spoken of in Scripture. They appear to have excelled in violence and crime, and hence 

are monuments of divine justice. 

2. REPHAIM, the shades or spirits of the departed, dwelling in Sheol or Hades, generally 

rendered in our version, "the dead" ("dead things," Job 26:5); Psalm 88:10; Proverbs 

2:18; 21:16, etc. 

Here are the biblical verses: 

Job 26:5 The departed spirits [ rephaim] tremble under the waters and their inhabitants. 

Ps. 88:10 Wilt Thou perform wonders for the dead? Will the departed spirits [rephaim] rise and 

praise Thee? 

Prov. 2:18 For the adulteress' house sinks down to the departed spirits [rephaim] 

Prov 9:18 The thief does not know that the departed spirits [rephaim] are there, That her 

guests are in the depths of Sheol. 

Prov 21:16 A man who wanders from the way of understanding will rest in the assembly of the 

departed spirits [rephaim] 

Isa 26:19  the earth will give birth to the departed spirits. [rephaim] 

Isa. 14:9-11 the King of Babylon: Isa 14:9-11 "Sheol from beneath is excited over you to meet 

you when you come; It arouses for you the spirits of the dead [rephaim], all the leaders of the 
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earth; ... "They will all respond and say to you, 'Even you have been made weak as we, You 

have become like us. 'Your pomp and the music of your harps Have been brought d

Sheol" 

This concept is again found in the Jewish after death mourning period rituals known as Shiva 

rituals. Shiva (Hebrew: שבעה ) (literally "seven") is the week

for first-degree relatives: father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, and spouse. The ritual 

is referred to as "sitting shiva." Imm

"avel" (Hebrew: אבל ; "mourner"). This state lasts for seven days, during which family members 

traditionally gather in one home (preferably the home of the deceased) and receive visitors. 

tear is made on the garment of the mo

the right side of the chest for other relatives. This tearing of the clothing is referred to as 

keriyah (lit. "tearing"). The mourner recites the blessing describing G

acceptance of God's taking of the life of a relative.

In Jewish tradition, a flame symbolized the soul of man reaching ever upward.

suggested by the verse in Proverbs 20:27, "The soul of man is the lamp of the Lord."

lighting a candle and keeping it burning throughout the Shiva period, it is believed that the soul 

of the departed is aided in its journey heavenward.

    Today, a memorial or Shiva candle is kept burning for the duration of Shiva.

some who will continue to keep one bur
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earth; ... "They will all respond and say to you, 'Even you have been made weak as we, You 

have become like us. 'Your pomp and the music of your harps Have been brought d

This concept is again found in the Jewish after death mourning period rituals known as Shiva 

) (literally "seven") is the week-long mourning period in Judaism 

degree relatives: father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, and spouse. The ritual 

is referred to as "sitting shiva." Immediately after burial, people assume the halakhic status of 

"avel" (Hebrew: אבל ; "mourner"). This state lasts for seven days, during which family members 

traditionally gather in one home (preferably the home of the deceased) and receive visitors. 

on the garment of the mourner over the heart if the deceased is a parent, or over 

the right side of the chest for other relatives. This tearing of the clothing is referred to as 

keriyah (lit. "tearing"). The mourner recites the blessing describing G-d as "the 

d's taking of the life of a relative. 

  

In Jewish tradition, a flame symbolized the soul of man reaching ever upward.

suggested by the verse in Proverbs 20:27, "The soul of man is the lamp of the Lord."

ng it burning throughout the Shiva period, it is believed that the soul 

of the departed is aided in its journey heavenward.   

Today, a memorial or Shiva candle is kept burning for the duration of Shiva.

some who will continue to keep one burning throughout the entire first year of mourning.

earth; ... "They will all respond and say to you, 'Even you have been made weak as we, You 

have become like us. 'Your pomp and the music of your harps Have been brought down to 

This concept is again found in the Jewish after death mourning period rituals known as Shiva 

long mourning period in Judaism 

degree relatives: father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, and spouse. The ritual 

ume the halakhic status of 

"avel" (Hebrew: אבל ; "mourner"). This state lasts for seven days, during which family members 

traditionally gather in one home (preferably the home of the deceased) and receive visitors.  A  

over the heart if the deceased is a parent, or over 

the right side of the chest for other relatives. This tearing of the clothing is referred to as 

d as "the true Judge," an 

In Jewish tradition, a flame symbolized the soul of man reaching ever upward.  This is 

suggested by the verse in Proverbs 20:27, "The soul of man is the lamp of the Lord."  By 

ng it burning throughout the Shiva period, it is believed that the soul 

Today, a memorial or Shiva candle is kept burning for the duration of Shiva.  There are 

ning throughout the entire first year of mourning.   
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

ABRAHAM’S BOSOM 
 

 
 

In the New Testament we find in Luke 16 Jesus  in the parable describes the story of the rich 

man and Lazarus. Both died.   Lazarus was taken to Abraham's bosom the place of rest for 

the righteous and faithful. The Rich man was taken nearby but in another compartment which 

was so near that they could see each other. 

 

Luke 16:19–31 The Rich Man and Lazarus 

19 “There was a rich man who was clothed in purple and fine linen and  who feasted 

sumptuously every day. 20 And at his gate was laid a poor man named Lazarus, covered with 

sores, 21 who desired to be fed with what fell from the rich man’s table. Moreover, even the 

dogs came and licked his sores. 22 The poor man died and was carried by the angels to 

Abraham’s side.6 The rich man also died and was buried, 23 and in Hades, being in torment, 

he lifted up his eyes and saw Abraham far off and Lazarus at his side. 24 And he called out, 

Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus to dip the end of his finger in water 
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and cool my tongue, for I am in anguish in this flame.’ 25 But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember 

that you in your lifetime received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner bad things; but 

now he is comforted here, and you are in anguish. 26 And besides all this, between us and you 

a great chasm has been fixed, in order that those who would pass from here to you may not be 

able, and none may cross from there to us.’ 27 And he said, ‘Then I beg you, fath

him to my father’s house— 28 for I have five brothers7

also come into this place of torment.’ 29 But Abraham said, ‘They have Moses and the 

Prophets; let them hear them.’ 30 And he said, ‘No, father Abraham, 

them from the dead, they will repent.’ 31 He said to him, ‘If they do not hear Moses and the 

Prophets, neither will they be convinced if someone should rise from the dead.’ ”

 

The following is the picture being painted.
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and cool my tongue, for I am in anguish in this flame.’ 25 But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember 

that you in your lifetime received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner bad things; but 

mforted here, and you are in anguish. 26 And besides all this, between us and you 

a great chasm has been fixed, in order that those who would pass from here to you may not be 

able, and none may cross from there to us.’ 27 And he said, ‘Then I beg you, fath

28 for I have five brothers7—so that he may warn them, lest they 

also come into this place of torment.’ 29 But Abraham said, ‘They have Moses and the 

Prophets; let them hear them.’ 30 And he said, ‘No, father Abraham, but if someone goes to 

them from the dead, they will repent.’ 31 He said to him, ‘If they do not hear Moses and the 

Prophets, neither will they be convinced if someone should rise from the dead.’ ”

The following is the picture being painted. 

and cool my tongue, for I am in anguish in this flame.’ 25 But Abraham said, ‘Child, remember 

that you in your lifetime received your good things, and Lazarus in like manner bad things; but 

mforted here, and you are in anguish. 26 And besides all this, between us and you 

a great chasm has been fixed, in order that those who would pass from here to you may not be 

able, and none may cross from there to us.’ 27 And he said, ‘Then I beg you, father, to send 

so that he may warn them, lest they 

also come into this place of torment.’ 29 But Abraham said, ‘They have Moses and the 

but if someone goes to 

them from the dead, they will repent.’ 31 He said to him, ‘If they do not hear Moses and the 

Prophets, neither will they be convinced if someone should rise from the dead.’ ” 
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Abraham's bosom is found frequently in the rabbinical writings. The Greek word has its 

Hebrew counterpart meaning a royal park or garden. This is where all the righteous from the 

time of Adam went and this is where they waited until they were redeemed.    

 

 Abraham's bosom contrasts with the destination of a rich man who ends up in Hades. The 

account corresponds closely with documented 1st century A.D. Jewish beliefs (see above), 

that the dead were gathered into a general tarrying-place, made equivalent with the Sheol of 

the Old Testament. In Christ's account, the righteous occupied an abode of their own which 

was distinctly separated by a chasm.  This chasm in the Jewish version is a river.   

 

 
Lazarus and the Rich Man  

(illumination from the Codex Aureus of Echternach). 
top: Richman in plenty and Lazarus at the door 

middle:  Lazarus dead and taken to Abraham’s bosom where he is comforted 
Bottom:  Richman died and taken to fiery Hades(Sheol). 
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The Septuagint (the ancient translation of the Old Testament into Greek), the Greek term 

"ᾅδης" (Hades) is used to translate the Hebrew term "אולf" (Sheol) in, for example, Isaiah 

38:18. This use refer the term hades to the abode of the dead in general, rather than the 

abode of the wicked. 

"ᾅδης" (Hades in Greek) = "אולH" (Sheol in Hebrew)= the abode of the dead 

 
According to the Jewish conceptions of that day, the souls of the dead were gathered into a 

general tarrying-place called Sheol  , which is called Hades in the New Testament writings (cf. 

Luke 16:22; in the Greek16:23). Even though God has not judged them yet, both the righteous 

and the unrighteous will reap the fruits of their work by natural consequences. A local 

discrimination, however, existed among them, according to their deeds during their mortal life. 

In the unseen world of the dead the souls of the righteous occupied an abode or compartment 

of their own which was distinctly separated by a wall or a chasm from the abode or 

compartment to which the souls of the wicked were consigned. The latter was a place of 

torments usually spoken of as Gehenna (cf. Matthew 5:29, 30; 18:9; Mark 9:42  . in the Latin 

Vulgate) — the other, a place of bliss and security known under the names of "Paradise" 

(cf.Luke 23:43) and "the Bosom of Abraham" (Luke 16:22-23).  God’s law of sowing and 

reaping already exists in the nature.  In effect each person judges himself/herself as one live. 

Since the righteous dead are rewarded in the bosom of Abraham before Judgment Day, this 

belief represents a form of particular judgment. 

 
The Bosom of Abraham, Romanesquecapital from the former Priory of Alspach,Alsace. (Unterlinden Museum, 

Colmar) 



 

Abraham holding little figures of souls in a cloth, representing the "bosom", as angels bring additional figures. 

 

The word found in the Greek text for "bosom" is

the Second Temple period practice of reclining and eating meals in proximity to other guests, 

the closest of whom physically was said to lie on the bosom (chest) of the host. (See John 

13:23 )  
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Abraham holding little figures of souls in a cloth, representing the "bosom", as angels bring additional figures. 

Reims Cathedral 

ek text for "bosom" is kolpos, meaning "lap" "bay". This relates to 

practice of reclining and eating meals in proximity to other guests, 

the closest of whom physically was said to lie on the bosom (chest) of the host. (See John 

 

Abraham holding little figures of souls in a cloth, representing the "bosom", as angels bring additional figures. 

kolpos, meaning "lap" "bay". This relates to 

practice of reclining and eating meals in proximity to other guests, 

the closest of whom physically was said to lie on the bosom (chest) of the host. (See John 
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This explanation is in consonance with the explanations of later Christian fathers.

understanding of both Eastern Orthodoxy and Oriental Orthodoxy preserves the Bosom of 

Abraham as distinct from heaven (

In the 3rd century, Hippolytus of Rome referred to Abraham's bosom as the place

where the righteous await judgment day in delight. 

Augustine of Hippo likewise referred to the righteous dead as disembodied spirits blissfully 

awaiting Judgment Day in secret receptacles.

 

Up to the time of Maldonatus (A.D. 1583), its origin was traced back  the universal custom of 

parents to take up into their arms, or place upon their knees, their children when they are 

fatigued, or return home, and to make them rest by their side during the night (

12:3;  1 Kings 3:20; 17:19; Luke 11:7

bosom of a loving parent. After the same manner was Abraham supposed to act towards his 

children after the fatigues and troubles of the present li

"to be in Abraham's Bosom" as meaning to be in repose and happiness with him

 

According to Maldonatus (1583), 

the metaphor "to be in Abraham's Bosom" is deriv

at table which prevailed among the Jews during and before the time of Jesus. As at a feast 

each guest leaned on his left elbow so as to leave his right arm at liberty, and as two or more 

lay on the same couch, the head of one man was near the breast of the man who lay behind, 

and he was therefore said "to lie in the bosom" of the other.
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nsonance with the explanations of later Christian fathers.

understanding of both Eastern Orthodoxy and Oriental Orthodoxy preserves the Bosom of 

Abraham as distinct from heaven ( Life After Death by Metropolitan Hierotheos

In the 3rd century, Hippolytus of Rome referred to Abraham's bosom as the place

where the righteous await judgment day in delight.   

Augustine of Hippo likewise referred to the righteous dead as disembodied spirits blissfully 

awaiting Judgment Day in secret receptacles. (Augustine of Hippo, City of God, Book XII

(A.D. 1583), its origin was traced back  the universal custom of 

parents to take up into their arms, or place upon their knees, their children when they are 

fatigued, or return home, and to make them rest by their side during the night (

Luke 11:7 sqq.), thus causing them to enjoy rest and security in the 

bosom of a loving parent. After the same manner was Abraham supposed to act towards his 

children after the fatigues and troubles of the present life, hence the metaphorical expression 

"to be in Abraham's Bosom" as meaning to be in repose and happiness with him

 
(1583), whose theory has since been accepted by many scholars, 

the metaphor "to be in Abraham's Bosom" is derived from the custom of reclining

at table which prevailed among the Jews during and before the time of Jesus. As at a feast 

each guest leaned on his left elbow so as to leave his right arm at liberty, and as two or more 

head of one man was near the breast of the man who lay behind, 

and he was therefore said "to lie in the bosom" of the other. 

nsonance with the explanations of later Christian fathers. The 

understanding of both Eastern Orthodoxy and Oriental Orthodoxy preserves the Bosom of 

Hierotheos)  

In the 3rd century, Hippolytus of Rome referred to Abraham's bosom as the place in hades 

Augustine of Hippo likewise referred to the righteous dead as disembodied spirits blissfully 

Augustine of Hippo, City of God, Book XII) 

(A.D. 1583), its origin was traced back  the universal custom of 

parents to take up into their arms, or place upon their knees, their children when they are 

fatigued, or return home, and to make them rest by their side during the night (cf. 2 Samuel 

sqq.), thus causing them to enjoy rest and security in the 

bosom of a loving parent. After the same manner was Abraham supposed to act towards his 

fe, hence the metaphorical expression 

"to be in Abraham's Bosom" as meaning to be in repose and happiness with him. 

 

whose theory has since been accepted by many scholars, 

ed from the custom of reclining on couches 

at table which prevailed among the Jews during and before the time of Jesus. As at a feast 

each guest leaned on his left elbow so as to leave his right arm at liberty, and as two or more 

head of one man was near the breast of the man who lay behind, 
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It was also considered by the Jews of old a mark of special honour and favour for one to be 

allowed to lie in the bosom of the master of the feast (cf. John 13:23), and it is by this 

illustration that they pictured the next world. They conceived of the reward of the righteous 

dead as a sharing in a banquet given by Abraham, "the father of the faithful" (cf. Matthew 

8:11 -), and of the highest form of that reward as lying in "Abraham's Bosom". 

 
During the Second Temple period (roughly 500 BCE-70 CE) the concept of a Bosom of 

Abraham first occurs in Jewish papyri which refer to the "Bosom of Abraham, Isaac and 

Jacob". This reflects the belief of Jewish martyrs who died expecting that: "after our death in 

this fashion Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob will receive us and all our forefathers will praise us" (4 

Maccabees 13:17). 

ABRAHAM'S BOSOM 

Baker's Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology  

Unique phrase found in a parable of Jesus describing the place where Lazarus went after 

death (Luke 16:19-31). It is a figurative phrase that appears to have been drawn from a 
popular belief that the righteous would rest by Abraham's side in the world to come, an opinion 
described in Jewish literature at the time of Christ. The word kolpos [kovlpo"] literally refers to 
the side or lap of a person. Figuratively, as in this case, it refers to a place of honor reserved 

for a special guest, similar to its usage in John 13:23. In the case of Lazarus, the reserved 
place is special because it is beside Abraham, the father of all the righteous. The phrase may 
be synonymous to the paradise promised to the thief on the cross (Luke 23:43). Together 
these passages support the conviction that a believer enjoys immediate bliss at the moment of 

physical death. 

Sam Hamstra, Jr 

International Standard Bible Encyclopedia  

booz'-um (kolpos Abraam; kolpoi Abraam): 

Figurative. The expression occurs in Luke 16:22,23, in the parable of the Rich Man and 

Lazarus, to denote the place of repose to which Lazarus was carried after his death. The figure 
is suggested by the practice of the guest at a feast reclining on the breast of his neighbor. 
Thus, John leaned on the breast of Jesus at supper (John 21:20). The rabbis divided the state 
after death (Sheol) into a place for the righteous and a place for the wicked (see 

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT; SHEOL); but it is doubtful whether the figure of 
Jesus quite corresponds with this idea. "Abraham's bosom" is not spoken of as in "Hades," but 
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rather as distinguished from it (Luke 16:23)--a place of blessedness by itself. There Abraham 
receives, as at a feast, the truly faithful, and admits them to closest intimacy. It may be 
regarded as equivalent to the "Paradise" of Luke 23:43. See HADES; PARADISE. 

James Orr  

CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA 

In the Holy Bible, the expression "the Bosom of Abraham" is found only in two verses of St. 
Luke's Gospel (16:22-23). It occurs in the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus the imagery of 
which is plainly drawn from the popular representations of the unseen world of the dead which 
were current in Our Lord's time. According to the Jewish conceptions of that day, the souls of 

the dead were gathered into a general tarrying-place the Sheol of the Old Testament literature, 
and the Hades of the New Testament writings (cf. Luke 16:22; in the Greek 16:23). A local 
discrimination, however, existed among them, according to their deeds during their mortal life. 
In the unseen world of the dead the souls of the righteous occupied an abode or compartment 

of their own which was distinctly separated by a wall or a chasm from the abode or 
compartment to which the souls of the wicked were consigned. The latter was a place of 
torments usually spoken of as Gehenna (cf. Matthew 5:29, 30; 18:9; Mark 9:42 sqq. in the 
Latin Vulgate) — the other, a place of bliss and security known under the names of "Paradise" 

(cf. Luke 23:43) and "the Bosom of Abraham" (Luke 16:22-23). And it is in harmony with these 
Jewish conceptions that Our Lord pictured the terrible fate of the selfish Rich Man, and on the 
contrary, the glorious reward of the patient Lazarus. In the next life Dives found himself in 
Gehenna, condemned to the most excruciating torments, whereas Lazarus was carried by the 
angels into "the Bosom of Abraham", where the righteous dead shared in the repose and 

felicity of Abraham "the father of the faithful". But while commentators generally agree upon 
the meaning of the figurative expression "the Bosom of Abraham", as designating the blissful 
abode of the righteous souls after death, they are at variance with regard to the manner in 
which the phrase itself originated. Up to the time of Maldonatus (A.D. 1583), its origin was 

traced back to the universal custom of parents to take up into their arms, or place upon their 
knees, their children when they are fatigued, or return home, and to make them rest by their 
side during the night (cf. 2 Samuel 12:2; 1 Kings 3:20; 17:19; Luke 11:7 sqq.), thus causing 
them to enjoy rest and security in the bosom of a loving parent. After the same manner was 

Abraham supposed to act towards his children after the fatigues and troubles of the present 
life, hence the metaphorical expression "to be in Abraham's Bosom" as meaning to be in 
repose and happiness with him. But according to Maldonatus (In Lucam, xvi, 22), whose 
theory has since been accepted by many scholars, the metaphor "to be in Abraham's Bosom" 

is derived from the custom of reclining on couches at table which prevailed among the Jews 
during and before the time of Christ. As at a feast each guest leaned on his left elbow so as to 
leave his right arm at liberty, and as two or more lay on the same couch, the head of one man 
was near the breast of the man who lay behind, and he was therefore said "to lie in the bosom" 
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of the other. It was also considered by the Jews of old a mark of special honour and favour for 
one to be allowed to lie in the bosom of the master of the feast (cf. John 13:23). And it is by 
this illustration that they pictured the next world. They conceived of the reward of the righteous 

dead as a sharing in a banquet given by Abraham, "the father of the faithful" (cf. Matthew 8:11 
sqq.), and of the highest form of that reward as lying in "Abraham's Bosom". Since the coming 
of Our Lord, "the Bosom of Abraham" gradually ceased to designate a place of imperfect 
happiness, and it has become synonymous with Heaven itself. In their writings the Fathers of 

the Church mean by that expression sometimes the abode of the righteous dead before they 
were admitted to the Beatific Vision after the death of the Saviour, sometimes Heaven, into 
which the just of the New Law are immediately introduced upon their demise. When in her 
liturgy the Church solemnly prays that the angels may carry the soul of one of her departed 

children to "Abraham's Bosom", she employs the expression to designate Heaven and its 
endless bliss in company with the faithful of both Testaments, and in particular with Abraham, 
the father of them all. This passage of the expression "the Bosom of Abraham" from an 
imperfect and limited sense to one higher and fuller is a most natural one, and is in full 

harmony with the general character of the New Testament dispensation as a complement and 
fulfilment of the Old Testament revelation.   
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A 19th-century interpretation of Charon's crossing by

Throughout the Bible there are five different words used 

dead. 

Sheol–an Old Testament Hebrew word

Hades–a New Testament Greek word

Gehenna–a New Testament word

Tartaroo–a New Testament Greek word

Abyss–a New Testament Greek word

The word Sheol is used sixty-five times in the Old Testament. It is translated as “hell” thirty

times in the Bible, thirty-one times as “grave,” and three times as “pit.

translated as “hell” ten times in the New Testament. It is also found in 1 Corinthians 15:15, 

where the English word is grave. The only exception is Revelation 6:8. In that passage the 

pale rider is Death, and hell (Hades) follows him.
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CHAPTER THREE 

SHEOL, HADES 

 
century interpretation of Charon's crossing by Alexander Litovchenko. 

The Underground Chambers 

 

Throughout the Bible there are five different words used to designate the prison houses of the 

an Old Testament Hebrew word 

a New Testament Greek word 

tament word 

a New Testament Greek word 

a New Testament Greek word 

five times in the Old Testament. It is translated as “hell” thirty

one times as “grave,” and three times as “pit.” The word Hades is 

translated as “hell” ten times in the New Testament. It is also found in 1 Corinthians 15:15, 

where the English word is grave. The only exception is Revelation 6:8. In that passage the 

pale rider is Death, and hell (Hades) follows him. 

to designate the prison houses of the 

 
five times in the Old Testament. It is translated as “hell” thirty-one 

” The word Hades is 

translated as “hell” ten times in the New Testament. It is also found in 1 Corinthians 15:15, 

where the English word is grave. The only exception is Revelation 6:8. In that passage the 
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By definition the word Hades is “the region of departed spirits of the lost (but including the 

blessed dead in periods preceding the ascension of Christ). 

The third word, tartaroo, is a Greek word translated as “hell” and found in only one place: 

 

2 Peter 2:3-4  For if God did not spare the angels who sinned, but cast them down to hell and 

delivered them into the chains of darkness, to be reserved for judgment. 

 

SHEOL 

"Sheol" in the Hebrew Bible, is called "Hades" in the New Testament since the New Testament 

is written in Greek.   

For example: The Hebrew phrase "אולfי לfלא־תעזב נפ" (you will not abandon my soul to Sheol) 

in Psalm 16:10 is quoted in Acts 2:27 as "οὐκ ἐγκαταλείψεις τὴν ψυχήν µου εἰς ᾅδου" (you will 

not abandon my soul to Hades) 

She'o translated as "grave", "pit", or "abode of the dead", is the underworld of the Old 

Testament/Hebrew Bible. It is a place of darkness to which all the dead go, both the righteous 

and the unrighteous, regardless of the moral choices made in life, a place of stillness and 

darkness cut off from God. 

 

The inhabitants of Sheol were the "shades" (rephaim), entities without personality or strength. 

Under some circumstances they could be contacted by the living, as the Witch of Endor 

contacts the shade of Samuel for Saul, but such practices are forbidden (Deuteronomy 18:10).  

While the Old Testament writings describe Sheol as the permanent place of the dead, in the 

Second Temple period (roughly 500 BCE-70 CE) a more diverse set of ideas developed:  

 

• In some texts, Sheol is the home of both the righteous and the wicked, separated 

into respective compartments;  

• in others, it was a place of punishment, meant for the wicked dead alone.   

This confusion can be removed when we understand that the righteous who accepted Jesus 

during Jesus’ visit to Sheol, were taken to Paradise from Abraham’s bosom leaving it 

empty.  From then on those saved through faith in Christ went directly to Paradise while 
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those who are unsaved but righteous in accordance with the law went to this 

compartment and still remains there awaiting resurrection and judgment. 

 

When the Hebrew Scriptures were translated into Greek in ancient Alexandria around 200 BC 

the word "Hades" (the Greek underworld) was substituted for Sheol, and this is reflected in the 

New Testament where Hades is both the underworld of the dead and the personification of the 

evil it represents. 

 

Many modern English versions, such as the New International Version, translate Sheol as 

"grave" or simply transliterate "Hades". It is generally agreed that both Sheol and Hades do not 

typically refer to the place of eternal punishment, but to the grave, the temporary abode of the 

dead, the underworld. It is not hell since hell denotes the place of punishment after the 

judgment.  Greek,   uses the word "κόλασις" (kolasis – literally, "punishment"; cf. Matthew 

25:46, which speaks of "everlasting kolasis") to refer to what nowadays is usually meant by 

"hell" in English. 

 

Charon and the the obolus 

 In Greek mythology, Charon or Kharon (Χάρων) is the ferryman of Hades who carries souls of 

the newly deceased across the rivers Styx and Acheron that divided the world of the living from 

the world of the dead. Styx is said winds around Hades nine times. Its name comes from the 

Greek word stugein which means hate. 

 

A coin to pay Charon for passage, usually an obolus or danake, was sometimes placed in or 

on the mouth of a dead person.  Some authors say that those who could not pay the fee, or 

those whose bodies were left unburied, had to wander the shores for one hundred years. In 

the catabasis mytheme, heroes –such as Heracles, Orpheus, Aeneas,  Dante, 

Dionysus and Psyche – journey to the underworld and return, still alive, conveyed by the boat 

of Charon. 



 

Charon and Psyche (1883), a pre

Other early Jewish works adapt the Greek mythical picture of

dead as being separated from unrighteous in the fi

epigraphical Apocalypse of Zephaniah

myth, but replaced by an angel. On the other side in the Bosom of Abraham

escaped from the Abyss and Hades, now you will cross over the crossing place... to all the 

righteous ones, namely Abraham, I

Abraham was not idle in the Bosom of 

part of Hades. 

    

Following the analogy of the redemption of  

the river Jordan.   

Charon as depicted by Michelangelo in his fresco in the Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel
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pre-Raphaelite interpretation of the myth by John Roddam Spencer Stanhope

Other early Jewish works adapt the Greek mythical picture of Hades to identify the righteous 

dead as being separated from unrighteous in the fires by a river or chasm. In the 

Apocalypse of Zephaniah the river has a ferryman equivalent to

myth, but replaced by an angel. On the other side in the Bosom of Abraham

escaped from the Abyss and Hades, now you will cross over the crossing place... to all the 

righteous ones, namely Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Enoch, Elijah and David".  

Abraham was not idle in the Bosom of Abraham; he acted as intercessor for those

Following the analogy of the redemption of  Israel into Canaan this abyss can be compared t

 
Charon as depicted by Michelangelo in his fresco in the Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel

 

hn Roddam Spencer Stanhope 

to identify the righteous 

res by a river or chasm. In the pseudo-

has a ferryman equivalent to Charon in Greek 

myth, but replaced by an angel. On the other side in the Bosom of Abraham : "You have 

escaped from the Abyss and Hades, now you will cross over the crossing place... to all the 

acob, Enoch, Elijah and David".  In this myth 

he acted as intercessor for those in the fiery 

Israel into Canaan this abyss can be compared to 

Charon as depicted by Michelangelo in his fresco in the Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel 
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Charon's obol as viaticum 

In Latin, Charon’s obol is sometimes called a 

“provision for a journey” (from via, “way, road, journey”), encompassing food, money and other 

supplies. The same word can refer to the living allowance granted to those stripped of their 

property and condemned to exile,

end of life’s journey.  

Drawing on this metaphorical sense of “provision for the journey into death,” ecclesiastical 

Latin borrowed the term viaticum for 

the believer at the point of deat

The earliest literary evidence of this Christian usage for viaticum appears in Paulinus’s account 

of the death of St. Ambrose in 397 A.D.

etymological explanation: “This word ‘viaticum’ is the name of communion, that is to say, ‘the 

guardianship of the way,’ for it guards the soul until it shall stand before t

Christ.”(Synodus Hibernensis preserved in the 8th
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viaticum 

      

sometimes called a viaticum, which in everyday usage means 

n for a journey” (from via, “way, road, journey”), encompassing food, money and other 

supplies. The same word can refer to the living allowance granted to those stripped of their 

erty and condemned to exile, and by metaphorical extension to preparing f

Drawing on this metaphorical sense of “provision for the journey into death,” ecclesiastical 

Latin borrowed the term viaticum for the form of Eucharist that is placed in the mouth of 

the believer at the point of death as provision for the soul’s passage to eternal life.

The earliest literary evidence of this Christian usage for viaticum appears in Paulinus’s account 

h of St. Ambrose in 397 A.D. The 7th-century Synodus Hibernensis offers an 

lanation: “This word ‘viaticum’ is the name of communion, that is to say, ‘the 

guardianship of the way,’ for it guards the soul until it shall stand before the judgment

preserved in the 8th-century Collectio canonum Hib

which in everyday usage means 

n for a journey” (from via, “way, road, journey”), encompassing food, money and other 

supplies. The same word can refer to the living allowance granted to those stripped of their 

and by metaphorical extension to preparing for death at the 

Drawing on this metaphorical sense of “provision for the journey into death,” ecclesiastical 

the form of Eucharist that is placed in the mouth of 

l’s passage to eternal life.  

The earliest literary evidence of this Christian usage for viaticum appears in Paulinus’s account 

century Synodus Hibernensis offers an 

lanation: “This word ‘viaticum’ is the name of communion, that is to say, ‘the 

he judgment-seat of 

Collectio canonum Hibernensis), 
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book 2, chapter 16  p. 20 in the edition of Wasserschleben, cited in Smith, A Dictionary of 

Christian Antiquities, p. 2014.)  

Thomas Aquinas explained the term as “a prefiguration of the fruit of God, which will be in the 

promised land. And because of this it is called the viaticum, since it provides us with the way of 

getting there”; the idea of Christians as “travelers in search of salvation” finds early expression 

in the Confessions of St. Augustine. 
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Gehenna is not mentioned in the Torah and in fact does not appear in Jewish texts before the 

sixth century B.C.E. Nevertheless, some rabbinic texts maintain that God created Gehenna on 

the second day of Creation (Genesis Rabbah 4:6, 11:9). Other texts claim t

part of God's original plan for the universe and was actually created before the Earth (Pesahim 

54a; Sifre Deuteronomy 37).   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GEHENNA    

  

 

 

enna is not mentioned in the Torah and in fact does not appear in Jewish texts before the 

sixth century B.C.E. Nevertheless, some rabbinic texts maintain that God created Gehenna on 

the second day of Creation (Genesis Rabbah 4:6, 11:9). Other texts claim t

part of God's original plan for the universe and was actually created before the Earth (Pesahim 

 

enna is not mentioned in the Torah and in fact does not appear in Jewish texts before the 

sixth century B.C.E. Nevertheless, some rabbinic texts maintain that God created Gehenna on 

the second day of Creation (Genesis Rabbah 4:6, 11:9). Other texts claim that Gehenna was 

part of God's original plan for the universe and was actually created before the Earth (Pesahim 



 

Gehenna (Greek γέεννα), Gehinnom (Rabbinical Hebrew: 

are terms derived from a place outside ancient Jerusalem known in the Hebrew Bible as the 

Valley of the Son of Hinnom (Hebrew

surrounding the Old City. 

 

In the Hebrew Bible, the site was initially where apostate Isr

Ba'als and Caananite gods, including Moloch, sacrificed their children by fire (2 Chr. 28:3, 

33:6). Thereafter it was deemed to b

deep, narrow ravine located in Jerusalem

of the Old City, then eastward along the south side of Mount Zion 

a deep, narrow ravine located in 

side of the Old City, then eastward along the south side of Mount Zion to the 

which separates the Temple Mount from the 

named from a certain "son of Hanno" who owned the valley (Joshua 15:8). One section of th

Hinnom Valley was called Topheth, where the children were sacrificed to the god Molech by 

placing the babies into the hands of the burning hands of Molech. 

the head of a bull with two horns and the body of a man. The idol’s s

was the furnace for the fire used during the sacrifice. When hot enough, the infant was place 

into the arms of the idol. 

Leviticus 18:21: "And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through the fire to Moloch"
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Gehenna (Greek γέεννα), Gehinnom (Rabbinical Hebrew: גהנום/גהנם) and Yiddish Gehinnam, 

ace outside ancient Jerusalem known in the Hebrew Bible as the 

Hebrew: ֵגיא ֶבן־ִה�ֹם or הינום-גיא בן); one of the two principal valleys 

In the Hebrew Bible, the site was initially where apostate Israelites and followers of various 

Ba'als and Caananite gods, including Moloch, sacrificed their children by fire (2 Chr. 28:3, 

33:6). Thereafter it was deemed to be cursed (Jer. 7:31, 19:2-6).  The Hinnom Valley is a 

Jerusalem, running south from the Jaffa Gate on the west side 

of the Old City, then eastward along the south side of Mount Zion to the The Hinnom Valley is 

a deep, narrow ravine located in Jerusalem, running south from the Jaffa Gate on the west 

y, then eastward along the south side of Mount Zion to the 

which separates the Temple Mount from the Mount of Olives on the east side of the city.  

named from a certain "son of Hanno" who owned the valley (Joshua 15:8). One section of th

Hinnom Valley was called Topheth, where the children were sacrificed to the god Molech by 

placing the babies into the hands of the burning hands of Molech. (2 Kings 23:10). 

the head of a bull with two horns and the body of a man. The idol’s stomach was hollow and 

was the furnace for the fire used during the sacrifice. When hot enough, the infant was place 

     

Leviticus 18:21: "And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through the fire to Moloch"

) and Yiddish Gehinnam, 

ace outside ancient Jerusalem known in the Hebrew Bible as the 

); one of the two principal valleys 

aelites and followers of various 

Ba'als and Caananite gods, including Moloch, sacrificed their children by fire (2 Chr. 28:3, 

The Hinnom Valley is a 

, running south from the Jaffa Gate on the west side 

The Hinnom Valley is 

, running south from the Jaffa Gate on the west 

y, then eastward along the south side of Mount Zion to the Kidron Valley 

on the east side of the city.  It's 

named from a certain "son of Hanno" who owned the valley (Joshua 15:8). One section of the 

Hinnom Valley was called Topheth, where the children were sacrificed to the god Molech by 

(2 Kings 23:10).  Molech had 

tomach was hollow and 

was the furnace for the fire used during the sacrifice. When hot enough, the infant was place 

 

Leviticus 18:21: "And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through the fire to Moloch" 
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The name Topheth is derived from either, or both, the Hebrew word toph, meaning a drum, 

because the cries of children being sacrificed by the priests of Moloch were masked by the 

sound of the beating on drums, or from taph or toph, meaning to burn.. 

2Chron. 28:3 and he (King Ahaz) made offerings in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom and 

burned his sons as an offering, according to the abominations of the nations whom the LORD 

drove out before the people of Israel. 

Jeremiah 7:31 And they have built the high places of Topheth, which is in the Valley of the Son 

of Hinnom, to burn their sons and their daughters in the fire, which I did not command, nor did 

it come into my mind. 

Jeremiah 32:35 They built the high places of Baal in the Valley of the Son of Hinnom, to offer 

up their sons and daughters to Molech, though I did not command them, nor did it enter into 

my mind, that they should do this abomination, to cause Judah to sin. 

2 King 23: 10 King Josiah destroyed the high places at Topheth in the Valley of Ben Hinnom. 

He didn't want anyone to use them to sacrifice his son or daughter in the fire to the god 

Molech. 

After their return from the Babylonian exile, the people of Judah turned the Hinnom Valley into 

the city dump where garbage and anything deemed unclean (including the bodies of executed 

criminals) was incinerated. For that purpose, a fire was kept constantly burning there.   

Thus, by the time of Christ the wickedness which had become associated with the Valley of 

Hinnom (in Greek, Ge=land + Henna=Hinnom, thus: Gehenna) became synonymous with the 

Place of the Wicked, or- "Hell." 

 

In the Christian concept Gehenna is associated with the final judgement and is often equated 

with hell.  Here are some descriptions: 

HELPS Word-studies 

1067 géenna (a transliteration of the Hebrew term, Gêhinnōm, "the valley of Hinnom") – 

Gehenna, i.e. hell (also referred to as the "lake of fire" in Revelation  
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Gehenna ("hell"), the place of post-resurrection torment (judgment), refers strictly to the 

everlasting abode of the unredeemed where they experience divine judgment in their 

individual resurrection-bodies. Each of the unredeemed receives one at the Great White 

Throne Judgment (Rev 20:11-15), i.e. a body that "matches" their capacity for torment 

relating to their (unique) judgment. 

NAS Exhaustive Concordance 

Word Origin: of Hebrew origin gay and Hinnom 

Definition: Gehenna, a valley W. and S. of Jer., also a symbolic name for the final place of 

punishment of the ungodly 

NASB Translation: hell. 

Thayer's Greek Lexicon 

STRONGS NT 1067: γηννα 

γηννα (others would accent γηννα, deriving it through the Chaldee. In Mark 9:45 Rec.st γηνα), 

γηνης (Buttmann, 17 (15)), ἡ, (from ִה�ֹם ֵ�י, Nehemiah 11:30; more fully ֶ�ן־ִה�ֹם ֵ�יא, Joshua 15:8;  

Joshua 18:16; 2 Chronicles 28:3; Jeremiah 7:32; 2 ,ְ�נֵי־ִה�ֹם ֵ�י Kings 23:10 Kethibh; Chaldean 

 the valley of the son of lamentation, or of the sons of lamentation, the valley of ,ְ�ִהנָם

lamentation, ִה�ֹם being used for נִהֹם lamentation; see Hiller, Onomasticum; cf. Hitzig (and Graf) 

on Jeremiah 7:31;  

(Böttcher, De Inferis, i., p. 82ff); accusative to the common opinion ִה�ֹם is the name of a man), 

Gehenna, the name of a valley on the south and east of Jerusalem (yet apparently beginning 

on the Winer's Grammar, cf. Joshua 15:8; Pressel in Herzog, under the word), which was so 

called from the cries of the little children who were thrown into the fiery arms of Moloch (which 

see), i. e. of an idol having the form of a bull.  

 

The Jews so abhorred the place after these horrible sacrifices had been abolished by king 

Josiah (2 Kings 23:10), that they cast into it not only all manner of refuse, but even the dead 

bodies of animals and of unburied criminals who had been executed. And since fires were 

always needed to consume the dead bodies, that the air might not become tainted by the 

putrefaction, it came to pass that the place was called γηννα τοῦ πυρός (this common 

explanation of the descriptive genitive τοῦ πυρός is found in Rabbi David Kimchi (fl. circa A.D. 
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1200) on Psalm 27:13. Some suppose the genitive to refer not to purifying fires but to the fires 

of Moloch; others regard it as the natural symbol of penalty (cf. Leviticus 10:2; Numbers 16:35; 

2 Kings 1; Psalm 11:6; also Matthew 3:11; Matthew 13:42; 2 Thessalonians 1:8, etc.). See 

Böttcher, as above, p. 84; Meyer (Thol.) Wetstein (1752) on Matthew 5:22); and then this 

name was transferred to that place in Hades where the wicked after death will suffer 

punishment: Matthew 5:22, 29; Matthew 10:28; Luke 12:5; Mark 9:43, 45; James 3:6; γηννα 

τοῦ πυρός, Matthew 5:22; Matthew 18:9; Mark 9:47 (R G Tr marginal reading brackets); κρίσις 

τῆς γηννης, Matthew 23:33; υἱός τῆς γηννης, worthy of punishment in Gehenna, Matthew 

23:15. Further, cf. Dillmann, Buch Henoch, 27, 1f, p. 131f; (B. D. American edition; Böttcher, 

as above, p. 80ff; Hamburger, Real-Encycl., Abth. I. under the word Hölle; Bartlett, Life and 

Death eternal, Appendix H.). 

In biblical times, Gai Ben Hinom was the site of a cult where children were burned as offerings 

to the god Moloch as mentioned in 2 kings 23:10- 

 ”.ַל�ֶֹל¡–ִ��  ָ�ֵאf-ְ�נ  וְֶאת-ְלַהֲעִביר ִאיf ֶאת ,ְלִבְלִ�י  :ִה�ֹם (-ֶבן) -ֲאfֶר ְ�ֵגי בני ,ַה�ֶֹפת-וְִטֵ�א ֶאת ”

“And he defiled Topheth, which is in the valley of the son of Hinnom, that no man might make 

his son or his daughter to pass through the fire to Molech.” 

Vincent’s Word Studies says:  

 “Mat 5:22 Hell-fire more accurately, the hell of fire. The word Gehenna, rendered hell, occurs 

outside of the Gospels only at James 3:6. It is the Greek representative of the Hebrew Ge-

Hinnom, or Valley of Hinnom, a deep, narrow glen to the south of Jerusalem, where, after the 

introduction of the worship of the fire-gods by Ahaz, the idolatrous Jews sacrificed their 

children to Molech. Josiah formally desecrated it, "that no man might make his son or his 

daughter pass through the fire to Molech" (2Kings 23:10). After this it became the common 

refuse-place of the city, into which the bodies of criminals, carcasses of animals, and all sorts 

of filth were cast. From its depth and narrowness, and its fire and ascending smoke, it became 

the symbol of the place of the future punishment of the wicked. As fire was the characteristic of 

the place, it was called the Gehenna of fire. It should be carefully distinguished from Hades, 

which is never used for the place of punishment, but for the place of departed spirits, without 

reference to their moral condition.”        

R. Joshua b. Levi stated:  Gehinnom has seven names, and they are:  
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Nether-world (or ‘Sheol’), Destruction,  Pit (or, ‘pit of destruction’),  Tumultuous Pit,  Miry Clay, 

Shadow of Death and the Underworld.  

 

• ‘Nether-world’, since it is written in Scripture: Out of the belly of the nether-world cried I, 

and Thou heardest my voice (Jonah 2.3);  

• ‘Destruction’, for it is written in Scripture: Shall Thy Mercy be declared in the grave? Or 

thy faithfulness in destruction (Psa 88.12); ‘ 

• Pit’, for it is written in Scripture: For Thou wilt not abandon thy soul to the nether-world; 

neither wilt Thou suffer Thy godly one to see the pit (Psa 16.10);  

• ‘Tumultuous Pit’ and ‘Miry Clay’, for it is written in Scripture: He brought me up also out 

of the tumultuous pit, out of the miry clay (Psa 40.3);  

• ‘Shadow of Death’, for it is written in Scripture: Such as sat in darkness and in the 

shadow of death (Psa 107.10);  

• and the [name of] ‘Nether-world’ is a tradition. 

 

But are there no more [names] (to Gehinnom)  

Is there not in fact that of Gehinnom? — [This means,] a valley that is as deep as the valley of 

Hinnom and into which all go down for gratuitous acts.  

Is there not also the name of Hearth, since it is written in Scripture: For a hearth is ordered of 

old? (Isa 30.33) — That [means] that whosoever is enticed by his evil inclination will fall therein 

(Erbin 19b)  

 

Gehenna is not Hell but Purgatory 

However the original Jewish understanding of Gehenna was more akin to Purgatory rather 

than hell. 

Gehenna is not hell, but rather a sort of Purgatory where one is judged based on the things he 

has done while he was alive.  This life itself is a Gehenna where every one receives their 

suitable reward based on their performance.  The ultimate reward is not complete here and 

now, but goes also into the future even beyond the death. 
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“Gehenna” appears in the Greek Scriptures twelve times (Matt.5:22,29,30; 10:28; 18:9; 

23:15,33; Mark 9:43,45,47; Luke 12:5; James 3:6). Not one of these passages indicate that 

this is the final state of existence of those in it.   

 

“And they will go out and look on the dead bodies of those who rebelled against me; the worms 

that eat them will not die, the fire that burns them will not be quenched, and they will be 

loathsome to all mankind” (Isaiah 66). 

 

The picture of Gehenna as the place of punishment or destruction of the wicked occurs 

frequently in the Mishnah in Kiddushin 4.14, Avot 1.5; 5.19, 20, Tosefta t. Bereshith 6.15, and 

Babylonian Talmud b.Rosh Hashanah 16b:7a; b. Bereshith 28b. Gehenna is considered a 

Purgatory-like place where the wicked go to suffer until they have atoned for their sins. It is 

stated that the maximum amount of time a sinner can spend in Gehenna is one year, with the 

exception of five people who are there for all of eternity. After this the soul will ascend to Olam 

Ha-Ba (the world to come), be destroyed, or continue to exist in a state of consciousness of 

remorse.  

Beit Shammai taught: 

 There are three groups –  

• one is destined for eternal life,  

• another consigned to eternal ignominy and eternal abhorrence (these are the thoroughly 

wicked)  

• while those whose deeds are balanced will go down to Gehinnom, but when they 

scream they will ascend fro there and are healedLbut Beit Hillel taught: [God is] rich in 

kindness’ (Ex. 34:6) [He is] inclined toward mercy (Tosefta Sanhedrin 13:3)  

 

 

 Twelve months? 

‘The judgment  

• on the generation of the Flood was for twelve months,  

• on Job for twelve months,  

• on the Egyptians for twelve months,  
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• on Gog and Magog in the Hereafter for twelve months,  

• and on the wicked in Gehinnom for twelve months.” (M. Eduyot 2:10; Gen. Rabbah 

28:8) 

 

Rabbi Akiba said:”The duration of the punishment of the wicked in Gehinnom is twelve 

months.” (Shabbat 33b) 

 

Origins of Gehenna 

 

Gehenna is not mentioned in the Torah and in fact does not appear in Jewish texts before the 

sixth century B.C.E. Nevertheless, some rabbinic texts maintain that God created Gehenna on 

the second day of Creation (Genesis Rabbah 4:6, 11:9). Other texts claim that Gehenna was 

part of God's original plan for the universe and was actually created before the Earth (Pesahim 

54a; Sifre Deuteronomy 37). The concept of Gehenna was likely inspired by the biblical notion 

of Sheol. 

 
Who Goes to Gehenna? 
 
 According to the rabbis some of the transgressions that would merit a visit to Gehenna 

included  

• idolatry (Taanit 5a),  

• incest (Erubin 19a),  

• adultery (Sotah 4b),  

• pride (Avodah Zarah 18b),  

• anger and losing one's temper (Nedarim 22a). and, 

•  they also believed that anyone who spoke ill of a rabbinic scholar would merit time in 

Gehenna (Berakhot 19a). 

• one who indulges in unseemly speech (Shab. 33a; Enoch, xxvii.);  

• who always follows the advice of his wife (B. M. 59a);  

• who instructs an unworthy pupil (Ḥul. 133b);  

• who turns away from the Torah (B. B. 79a; comp. Yoma 72b).  
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For the most part the rabbis did not believe souls would be condemned to eternal punishment. 

"The punishment of the wicked in Gehenna is twelve months," states Shabbat 33b, while other 

texts say the time-frame could be anywhere from three to twelve months. Maimonides believed 

that some souls are destroyed after the 12 months of punishment if they are irreparably lost. 

He does not, however, believe that anyone stays in Gehenna forever (neither did the Talmudic 

Rabbis). 

 

Yet there were transgressions that the rabbis felt did merit eternal damnation. These included:  

• heresy,  

• publicly shaming someone,  

• committing adultery with a married woman and  

• Rejecting the words of the Torah.  

However, because the rabbis also believed that one could repent at any time, the belief in 

eternal damnation was not a predominant one.  Only a limited group, chiefly those who by 

word and deed have repudiated their loyalty to the Jewish people and the basic doctrines of 

Jewish faith, will endure endless torment (Tosef., Sanh. 12:4, 5; RH 17a). However, R. Akiva 

cited Isaiah 66:23 concerning the 12-month sentence, indicating that even the wicked after 

having atoned for their sins in purgatory will join the righteous in Gan Eden (Eduy. 10). 

 

However, “the Gehenna of fire” is “fire eonian” (aiõnion; Matt.18:8,9) “fire of ages”  cannot be 

endless fire,  or “everlasting punishment.”  It pertains to the period or age to which it denote.   

The valley of Gehenna, together with the entire earth, will be dissolved by combustion (2 Peter 

3:10-13; cp Rev.20:11; 21:1),   

 

http://www.oocities.org/~alyza/Jewish/gehenna.html 

The Jewish View of Gehenna based on Jewish Views of the Afterlife by Simcha Paull Raphael 

Part 1: THE Rabbinical view laid out in the Talmud and Rabbinic Lit. 

The Rabbis saw Gehenna as a place of punishment for a person who did not live a righteous 

life, as defined by God and Torah for Jews, or the seven laws of Noah for non-Jews. The 
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majority view of the Rabbis is that punishment in Gehenna is of limited duratation. The 

maximum punishment was believed to be 12 months. The Talmud says, in tractate "Shabbat" 

page 33b that "The duration of punishment in Gehenna is twelve months". This is also stated 

in both early and late rabbinical literature (i.e., texts of the Rabbis of the Talmud). This 12 

month limit is true for both Jewish and Gentile sinners ("Rosh HaShanah" 17a). This is true 

even of the generation of the flood, who were said to be very wicked. (Mishneh, Eduyyot 2:10; 

Genesis Rabbah 28:8). Though some individual Rabbis (a minority) expressed the view that 

certain sinners stayed in Gehenna forever, it was not the majority, accepted view. 

"During the twelve-month period in Gehenna, the soul goes through a process of purification 

and atonement, and, as described in Midrash Pesikta Rabbati, 'After going down to Gehenna 

and receiving the punishment due him, the sinner is forgiven from all his iniquities, like an 

arrow from the bow he is flung forth from Gehenna' (Pesikta Rabbati 53:2). After this 

experience, the soul is sufficiently purified and able to enter the supernal postmortem realm of 

Gan Eden, the Garden of Eden (Exodus Rabbah 7:4)" (Raphael,Jewish Views of the Afterlife, 

p145) 

Part 2: Medieval Views 

I will consider a number of Medieval views of Gehenna in this section. 

I remind you, that a Midrash is non-binding and usually is written to teach a lesson, or to 

encourage certain behavior (such as the desirability of not committing adultery, perjury, or 

blaming a neighbor in public). It is not extended to be the literal truth in any way. As Raphael 

says, "In the medieval period an extensive MYTHICAL tradition was developed" on the after-

life, including punishment in Gehenna. Masekhet Gihinnom (a Medieval Midrash on Gehenna) 

says that 3 types of sinners go to Gehenna forever: men who commit adultery, blames his 

neighbor in public, and one who is guilty of perjury. The same tractate latter says that every 12 

months the sinners are burned to ashes and dispersed by the wind, so that the righteous can 

walk on their ashes, fulfilling Malachi 3:21. Afterwards, their soul is release from Gehenna, 

they acknowledge the justice of their punishment. 
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Maimonides believes that some souls are destroyed after the 12 months of punishment. He 

does NOT, however, believe that anyone stays in Gehenna forever (neither did the Talmudic 

Rabbis).  

Maimonides also thought that one was immortal to the extent that they attained intellectual 

perfection while alive. This is a view that Maimonides shared with Gershonides, another 

medieval philosopher/rabbi who lived 84 years after Maimonides death and was greatly 

influenced by Maimonides views on the after-life. The book does not state Gershonides view of 

Gehenna.  

Nachmanides, a medieval Jewish philosopher/rabbi born 10 years before the death of 

Maimonides, agrees with the majority of Talmudic Rabbis as outlined above in the previous 

section. The souls of sinners are punished for a maximum of 12 months (NOT forever). He 

also refutes those medieval Jewish philosophers that say that the souls of some sinners are 

destroyed. So, he disagrees with Maimonides. He also believed that the after-life of sinners 

after they leave Gehenna and go to Gan Eden is not of the same quality as those who go to 

Gan Eden directly (i.e., the righteous). While it is pleasant, it is to a lesser degree than what 

the righteous experience.  

In the Zohar, part of Kabbalah (which I feel is a medieval document, though many Hasidic 

Jews would disagree), it states "The punishment of sinners in Gehinnom last twelve months, 

after which the Holy One raises them out of Gehinnom, where they have undergone 

purification. They remain then sitting at the gate of Gehinnom, and when they see sinners 

enter there to be punished, they beseech mercy for them. In time the Holy One takes pity on 

them, and causes them to be brought to a certain place reserved for them. From that day 

onward the body rests in the dust and the souls is accorded her proper place (I, 107b-108a)" --

from the Zohar, as quoted on pp 303-304 of Raphael, "Jewish Views of the Afterlife". The soul 

undergoes trials in Gehenna for the purpose of purification. This purification lasts for 12 

months, at the end of which, the soul is pure. After the 12 months, the soul is seen as being 

clad in "luminous vestments". (This is the main view of the Zohar, but the Zohar also allows for 

the possibility that some souls will not repent and will therefore stay in Gehenna. This 
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possibility seems to have been place in there to encourage sinners to repent, since it also says 

that the Holy One will forgive those who repent.)  

R. Moses ben Israel Isserles of Cracow (1525-1572) limited the length of time we can mourn 

for our parents to 11 months, since he did not want to assume that anyone’s parents got the 

maximum 12 month punishment in Gehenna. Notice that the maximum of 12 months is 

assumed. This "demonstrates the extent to which beliefs about the state of the soul in the 

afterlife influenced Jewish community death practices. To this day, Kaddish [the mourner's 

prayer] for a parent is recited for only eleven months." (P306, Raphael).  

As you can see, the majority of Medieval Jewish Rabbis did NOT believe that "Hell" was 

forever. That view was a minority view.  

Thus ends my answer to your (i.e., D.S.'s) statement about MOST Jews in the middle ages 

believing that people go to "Hell" forever. It is simply not true; you have been given incomplete 

information by Mr. Shane. (Note: this is the end of the correspondence with D.S.--he actually 

tried to revive this discussion after a 6 month break, referring again to something Rabbi K said. 

I wrote Rabbi K, and he sent me an e-mail that basically said what this does. DS simply wants 

Judaism to believe something other than what it does, but he does not define Judaism and 

never will).  
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TARTARUS AND THE ABYSS

“Tartarus is the lowest region of the world, as far below earth as earth is from heaven. 

According to the Greek poet Hesiod, a bronze anvil falling from heav

and nights to reach earth, and an object would take the same amount of time to fall from earth 

into Tartarus. Tartarus is described as a dar

beyond that a three-fold layer of night. 

entities to exist in the universe.” Encyclopedia Mythica

 

“In Greek mythology, Tartarus is a place in the underworld 

Roman mythology, Tartarus is the place where enemies 

in the Aeneid as a gigantic place, the deepest part of the underworld, surrounded by the 

flaming river Phlegethon and triple walls to prevent its tormented captives from escaping.” 

http://www.theopedia.com/Tartarus

 It is primarily the prison for defeated gods; the Titans were condemned to Tartarus after losing 

their battle against the Olympian gods, and the H

the bronze gates. When Zeus overcomes the monster Typhus, born fr

he hurls it too into the same abyss.
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TARTARUS AND THE ABYSS 

 

Tartarus is the lowest region of the world, as far below earth as earth is from heaven. 

According to the Greek poet Hesiod, a bronze anvil falling from heaven would take nine days 

and nights to reach earth, and an object would take the same amount of time to fall from earth 

. Tartarus is described as a dark, gloomy pit, surrounded by a wall of bronze, and 

fold layer of night. Along with Chaos, Earth, and Eros, it is one of the first 

Encyclopedia Mythica 

“In Greek mythology, Tartarus is a place in the underworld — even lower than Hades. In 

Roman mythology, Tartarus is the place where enemies of the gods are sent. Virgil describes it 

in the Aeneid as a gigantic place, the deepest part of the underworld, surrounded by the 

flaming river Phlegethon and triple walls to prevent its tormented captives from escaping.” 

http://www.theopedia.com/Tartarus 

t is primarily the prison for defeated gods; the Titans were condemned to Tartarus after losing 

nst the Olympian gods, and the Hecatoncheires stood over them as guards at 

the bronze gates. When Zeus overcomes the monster Typhus, born from Tartarus and Gaia, 

he hurls it too into the same abyss. 

Tartarus is the lowest region of the world, as far below earth as earth is from heaven. 

en would take nine days 
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k, gloomy pit, surrounded by a wall of bronze, and 
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of the gods are sent. Virgil describes it 

in the Aeneid as a gigantic place, the deepest part of the underworld, surrounded by the 

flaming river Phlegethon and triple walls to prevent its tormented captives from escaping.” 

t is primarily the prison for defeated gods; the Titans were condemned to Tartarus after losing 
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The Hekatonkheires were children of Gaia and Ouranus.  Three creatures bearing hundreds of arms and fifty 

 “According to Thayer’s Greek Definitions

doleful and dark, regarded by the ancient Greeks as the abode of the wicked dead, where they 

suffer punishment for their evil deeds; it answers to 

writes that the term "is frequently found in Jewish apocalyptic literature, where it refers to a 

place even lower than hell where the wicked are punished."

However, in later myths Tartarus becomes a place of punishment for sinners. It resembles Hell 

and is the opposite of Elysium, the afterlife for the blessed. 

(Ancient Greek: Ἠλύσιον πεδίον, 

over time and was maintained by certain Greek religious and philosophical se

Initially separate from the realm of Hades, admission was reserved for mortals related to the 

gods and other heroes. Later, it expanded to include those chosen by the gods, the righteous, 

and the heroic, where they would remain after death, 

indulging in whatever employment they had enjoyed in life.

bosom” or “Paradise”. 
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Hecatoncheires the God of War 

The Hekatonkheires were children of Gaia and Ouranus.  Three creatures bearing hundreds of arms and fifty 

heads. 

Thayer’s Greek Definitions, Tartaroo is "the name of the subterranean region, 

doleful and dark, regarded by the ancient Greeks as the abode of the wicked dead, where they 

suffer punishment for their evil deeds; it answers to Gehenna of the Jews." John F. Walvoord 

uently found in Jewish apocalyptic literature, where it refers to a 

re the wicked are punished." http://www.theopedia.com

However, in later myths Tartarus becomes a place of punishment for sinners. It resembles Hell 

opposite of Elysium, the afterlife for the blessed.  Elysium or the Elysian Fields 

λύσιον πεδίον, Ēlýsion pedíon) is a conception of the afterlife that developed 

over time and was maintained by certain Greek religious and philosophical se

Initially separate from the realm of Hades, admission was reserved for mortals related to the 

gods and other heroes. Later, it expanded to include those chosen by the gods, the righteous, 

and the heroic, where they would remain after death, to live a blessed and happy life, and 

indulging in whatever employment they had enjoyed in life.  It corresponds to “Abraham’s 

The Hekatonkheires were children of Gaia and Ouranus.  Three creatures bearing hundreds of arms and fifty 

is "the name of the subterranean region, 

doleful and dark, regarded by the ancient Greeks as the abode of the wicked dead, where they 

of the Jews." John F. Walvoord 

uently found in Jewish apocalyptic literature, where it refers to a 

http://www.theopedia.com 

However, in later myths Tartarus becomes a place of punishment for sinners. It resembles Hell 

Elysium or the Elysian Fields 

ýsion pedíon) is a conception of the afterlife that developed 

over time and was maintained by certain Greek religious and philosophical sects and cults. 

Initially separate from the realm of Hades, admission was reserved for mortals related to the 

gods and other heroes. Later, it expanded to include those chosen by the gods, the righteous, 

to live a blessed and happy life, and 

It corresponds to “Abraham’s 
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Tartarus or Tartaros (Τάρταρος), in ancient Greek mythology, is the deep abyss that is used 

as a dungeon of torment and suffering for the wicked and as the prison for the Titans.  As far 

below Hades as the earth is below the heavens,  Tartarus is the place where, according to 

Plato in Gorgias (c. 400 BC), souls were judged after death and where the wicked received 

punishment. Various forms of punishment were devised for the prisoners, usually in an ironic 

way related to their misdeeds on Earth.    

Rhadamanthus, Aeacus and Minos were the judges of the dead  who went to Tartarus.    They 

were originally mortal men, sons of the god Zeus. 

 

Rhadamanthys, Minos & Aeacus, Apulian red-figure 
krater C4th B.C., Antikensammlungen, Munich 

Aiakos was the guardian of the keys of the Hades and the judge of the men of Europe, 

Rhadamanthys was lord of Elysion and judge of the men of Asia, and Minos was the judge of 

the final vote. Some say there was a fourth judge Triptolemos who presided over the souls of 

the Initiates of the Mysteries. Otherwise the gods just sent who they saw fit. The first 

inhabitants of Tartarus were the Cyclopes (Giant beings with a single, round eye in the middle 

of their foreheads.) and the Hecatonchires (“each of them having a hundred hands and fifty 

heads"), put there by Cronus.  Zeus freed them in exchange for their help during the 

Titanomachy. After the war, the Titans (who were a primeval race of powerful deities, 

descendants of Gaia (Earth) and Uranus (Sky), that ruled during the legendary Golden Age. 

They were immortal giants of incredible strength and were also the first pantheon of Greek 



 

gods and goddesses.) were thrown into Tartarus, with a few exceptions. Even some of the 

Olympian gods were sent there as Apollo was once a prisoner

prison house of the powerful super beings

immortals were cast into Tartarus but,

In Roman mythology, Tartarus is the place where sinners are sent. Virgil describes it in the 

Aeneid as a gigantic place, surrounded by the flaming river Phlegethon a

prevent sinners from escaping from it. 

It is guarded by a hydra with fifty black gaping jaws, which sits at a screeching gate protected 

by columns of solid adamantine, a substance akin to diamond 

through it.  
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were thrown into Tartarus, with a few exceptions. Even some of the 

Olympian gods were sent there as Apollo was once a prisoner there. Generally

super beings in the Greek mythology.  Even though initially 

ere cast into Tartarus but, later, it came to be a place for wicked mortals as well.

In Roman mythology, Tartarus is the place where sinners are sent. Virgil describes it in the 

Aeneid as a gigantic place, surrounded by the flaming river Phlegethon a

prevent sinners from escaping from it.  

 

It is guarded by a hydra with fifty black gaping jaws, which sits at a screeching gate protected 

by columns of solid adamantine, a substance akin to diamond - so hard that nothing will cut 

            

Hydra and Tisiphone 

were thrown into Tartarus, with a few exceptions. Even some of the 

Generally it was the 

in the Greek mythology.  Even though initially only 

later, it came to be a place for wicked mortals as well. 

In Roman mythology, Tartarus is the place where sinners are sent. Virgil describes it in the 

Aeneid as a gigantic place, surrounded by the flaming river Phlegethon and triple walls to 

 

It is guarded by a hydra with fifty black gaping jaws, which sits at a screeching gate protected 

so hard that nothing will cut 
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Inside, there is a castle with wide walls, and a tall iron turret. Tisiphone, (Her name means 

'voice of revenge.' The Erinyes were formed when the blood of Uranus fell on Gaia when the 

son of Uranus, Cronus, killed him. The Furies pursued particularly heinous criminals) one of 

the Erinyes who represents revenge, stands guard sleepless at the top of this turret lashing a 

whip. There is a pit inside which is said to extend down into the earth twice as far as the 

distance from the lands of the living to Olympus. At the bottom of this pit lie the Titans  and 

many others. 

Tartarus is only known in Hellenistic Jewish literature from the Greek text of 1 Enoch, dated to 

400–200 BC. This states that God placed the archangel Uriel "in charge of the world and of 

Tartarus" (20:2). Tartarus is generally understood to be the place where 200 fallen Watchers 

(angels) who are imprisoned until the final judgment. . 

"For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but cast them into hell (Lit. Tartarus) and 

committed them to chains of gloomy darkness to be kept until the judgment; . . ." (2 Peter 2:4).  

We can see the identification of the tradition of Titans with the fallen angels. 

Adam Clarke reasoned that Peter's use of language relating to the Titans was an indication 

that the ancient Greeks had heard of a Biblical punishment of fallen angels.  Some Evangelical 

Christian commentaries distinguish Tartarus as a place for wicked angels and Gehenna as a 

place for wicked humans on the basis of this verse.  Other Evangelical commentaries, in 

reconciling that some fallen angels are chained in Tartarus, yet some not, attempt to 

distinguish between one type of fallen angel and another 

Brittanica gives the following description: 

“Tartarus, the infernal regions of ancient Greek mythology. The name was originally used for 

the deepest region of the world, the lower of the two parts of the underworld, where the gods 

locked up their enemies. It gradually came to mean the entire underworld. As such it was the 

opposite of Elysium, where happy souls lived after death. In some accounts Tartarus was one 

of the personified elements of the world, along with Gaea (Earth) and others. According to 

those accounts, Tartarus and Gaea produced the monster Typhon.”  

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/583773/Tartarus 
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Tartarus is so named after the god, or angel, who keeps charge of this deepest region 

(likewise Abaddon is a place in Job 26:6 but a person in Rev 9:11). According to the Greeks, 

the supreme god in the beginning was Ouranos (or Uranus), a name that simply meant 

‘Heaven’. He was married to Gaia (‘Earth’), at a time when there was no divorce between the 

domains: the God of heaven lived on earth. However, as in the traditions of other peoples, men 

became wicked and rebellious. Many of Ouranos’s sons, called Titans, were closely involved in 

their rebellion. Eventually a Titan named Kronos emasculated Ouranos with a knife and 

reigned on earth in his place. But he could not rest. Haunted by Gaia’s prophecy that one of 

his sons would overthrow him, Kronos swallowed his own sons as soon as they were born – 

including Poseidon and Hades – and imprisoned them in his stomach. It was to no avail. 

Unbeknown to Kronos, there was another son, Zeus, and when he reached manhood Zeus 

forced his father to vomit up his children. War broke out between the Titans headed by Kronos 

and the younger gods headed by Zeus. Great boulders crashed down from the heights of 

heaven and crushed the Titans. Sea and earth resounded with the clamour, the firmament 

groaned, torrential rain flooded the earth. Some men tried to escape to the hilltops but were 

overwhelmed by the waters. Only one couple, righteous and God-fearing, survived, floating in 

a wooden ark or chest, and eventually they came to land on Mount Parnassus. The defeated 

Titans were chained up in Tartarus, Poseidon was allotted the dominion of the ocean, and 

Hades (another god) was allotted the dominion of the underworld. 

The parallels between the two traditions, Greek and Hebrew, are striking. Since the Greeks 

and Israelites were too remote from each other for borrowing to be plausible, and culturally too 

disparate, it must be that both traditions had the same root. Ouranos was the God of heaven, 

Kronos was one of his sons. In the Hebrew tradition the son assumed the form of a legged 

serpent (a dragon or lizard) and rebelled against his father. In consequence, his offspring (Gen 

3:15; Jn 8:44, Eph 2:2) were destined to be at enmity with the primeval woman’s offspring, 

though eventually one of her descendants was to bruise his head. In the Greek tradition the 

dragon, called Typhon, was the result of Gaia mating with Tartarus. Zeus, whose name also 

meant ‘Heaven’, seemed to be the same deity as Ouranos, but he was a new ruler of the 

world, a son of Kronos rather than of Ouranos, one who falsely presented himself as having 

defeated the dragon long before the present age. The Titans – ‘the former gods’ in Hesiod’s 
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phrase – were brothers of Kronos, fellow sons of Ouranos. In order to have intercourse with 

women, they also had abandoned their proper places in heaven, and the Cyclopes were the 

giants born of their union (cf Gen 6)    

(http://www.earthhistory.org.uk/wp-content/HadesTartarusandGehenna.pdf) 

ABYSS/PIT 

 

1917 Rudolf Steiner Sculpture of Lucifer in the Abyss 

The next word revealing another chamber under the earth is the Greek abussos, which is 

translated in English as the word abyss. This word alludes to an unspecific area under the 

earth that is a huge void, an empty cavity that cannot be measured. The King James Version 

says “Deep,” but the Greek word is abussos, or the abyss.  

Strong's Hebrew 8415 
36 Occurrences 
tehom: deep, sea, abyss 
Original Word: ְ�ה ם 

Tehom (Hebrew: ְ�ה ם ), literally the Deep or Abyss (Greek Septuagint: ábyssos), refers to the 

Great Deep of the primordial waters of creation in the Bible. It is first mentioned in Genesis 1:2: 

“And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And 

the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.” Thus, the word tehom is linked to the sea 

in Job 28:14 and to the depths of the earth in Psalm 71:20. 
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JEWISH BELIEFS IN AFTER LIFE 

There were three groups of people within the Jewish community which is reported to us 

essentially through Josephus.    

 

The Jewish War, Book II, Chapter 8.2 

119 “For three forms of philosophy are pursued among the Judeans: the members of one are 

Pharisees, of another Sadducees, and the third [school], who certainly are reputed to cultivate 

seriousness, are called Essenes.” 

THE SADDUCEES 

The Sadducees rejected the Oral Law as proposed by the Pharisees. Rather, they saw the 

Torah as the sole source of divine authority. The written law, in its depiction of the priesthood, 

corroborated the power and enforced the hegemony of the Sadducees in Judean society. 
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According to Josephus, the Sadducees believed that: 

• There is no fate 

• God does not commit evil 

• Man has free will; “man has the free choice of good or evil” 

• The soul is not immortal; there is no afterlife, and 

• There are no rewards or penalties after death 

The Sadducees rejected the belief in resurrection of the dead, which was a central tenet 

believed by Pharisees and by Early Christians. As a result of their rejection of life after death, 

the Sadducees believed that God's blessing and judgement would occur during one's life on 

earth. Unlike the Essenes, who were fatalistic, the Sadducees believed in free will. The 

Sadducees supposedly believed in the traditional Jewish concept of Sheol for those who had 

died. 

THE PHARISEES 

The Pharisees began sometime after the Babylonian exile and before the uprising of 165 BC. 

Most scholars  link  them with the Hasidism or "pious men" of the 2nd century.  The Pharisee 

("separatist") party emerged largely out of the group of scribes and sages. The Pharisees were 

active from the middle of the second century B.C.E. until the destruction of the Temple in 70 

C.E 

The OT "mostly denies or at least ignores the possibility of a future life.  Only a few texts come 

out strongly for a different view.   The resurrection concept burst into Judaism only during the 

Babylonian exile  of Judah with Daniel.   

Daniel 12:1-4 says: "1 “At that time Michael, the great prince who protects your people, will 

arise. There will be a time of distress such as has not happened from the beginning of nations 

until then. But at that time your people—everyone whose name is found written in the book—

will be delivered. 2 Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will awake: some to 

everlasting life, others to shame and everlasting contempt. 3 Those who are wise[a] will 

shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those who lead many to righteousness, like the 
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stars for ever and ever. 4 But you, Daniel, roll up and seal the words of the scroll until the time 

of the end. Many will go here and there to increase knowledge.”  

If they were to be resurrected the dead should be somewhere still living. It means there is life 

after life after life.  It is not a single stage life after life 

 

Not like this 

But this is a two stage future life. 

 

    

The purpose of the intermediate stage is either rest or a period of purification.  The cycle of 

day and night analogy will indicate a period of sleep and rejuvenation for a more mature adult 

life.  This also assumes that during the intermediate period, the personality (soul) remain in 

tact as a unit without dissolution.  This would mean the immortality of the soul of man with a 

continuity in memory and personality. Resurrection also implies a Judgment which decides the 

new body.  This was the belief of the Pharisees.  

Some did consider annihilation for the unrighteous based entirely on the character of the loving 

God.  We have no scriptural revelation for that conclusion. 
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ESSENES 

 While several ancient authors including Philo of Alexandria and Pliny the Elder mention the 

Essenes, only Josephus and Hippolytus make reference to their views of the afterlife which 

shows the origin of the Gnostics of the later generations. 

 Josephus says: 

“For it is a fixed belief of theirs (of the Essenes) that the body is corruptible and its constituent 

matter impermanent, but that the soul is immortal and imperishable. Emanating from the finest 

ether, these souls become entangled, as it were, in the prison house of the body, to which they 

are dragged down by a sort of natural spell; but when once they are released from the bonds 

of the flesh, then, as though liberated from a long servitude, they rejoice and are borne aloft. 

Sharing the belief of the sons of Greece, they maintain that for virtuous souls there is reserved 

an abode beyond the ocean, a place which is not oppressed by rain or snow or heat, but is 

refreshed by the ever gentle breath of the west wind coming in from the ocean; while they 

relegate base souls to a murky and tempestuous dungeon, big with never-ending 

punishments.  

  



 

 

  

  

 
“paradise   

late 12c., "Garden of Eden," from Old French 

from Late Latin paradisus,  

from Greek paradeisos "park, paradise, Garden of Eden," 

from an Iranian source similar to Avestan

Arabic firdaus "garden, paradise"), 

compound of pairi- "around" + diz

The first element is cognate with Greek 

 the second is from PIE root *dheigh

Paradise (persian: Pardis) is a religious or metaphysical term for a place in which existence is 

positive, harmonious and eternal. It is conceptually a counter

of human civilization, and in paradise there is only p

is a place of contentment, but it is not necessarily a land of luxury and idleness. Paradise is 

often described as a "higher place", the holiest place, in contrast to this world, or underworlds 

such as Hell. 

 

Paradisaical notions are cross-cultural, often laden with pastoral imagery, and may be 

cosmogonical or eschatological or both. In eschatological contexts, paradise is imagined as an 

abode of the virtuous dead. In Christian and Islamic understanding,  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 

PARADISE 
Παράδειοος 

 

late 12c., "Garden of Eden," from Old French paradis "paradise, Garden of Eden" (11c.), 

"park, paradise, Garden of Eden,"  

from an Iranian source similar to Avestan pairidaeza "enclosure, park" (Modern Persian and 

"garden, paradise"),  

diz "to make, form (a wall)."  

The first element is cognate with Greek peri- "around, about", 

*dheigh- "to form, build"  

Paradise (persian: Pardis) is a religious or metaphysical term for a place in which existence is 

positive, harmonious and eternal. It is conceptually a counter-image of the supposed miseries 

of human civilization, and in paradise there is only peace, prosperity, and happiness. Paradise 

is a place of contentment, but it is not necessarily a land of luxury and idleness. Paradise is 

often described as a "higher place", the holiest place, in contrast to this world, or underworlds 

cultural, often laden with pastoral imagery, and may be 

cosmogonical or eschatological or both. In eschatological contexts, paradise is imagined as an 

abode of the virtuous dead. In Christian and Islamic understanding,   

"paradise, Garden of Eden" (11c.),  

"enclosure, park" (Modern Persian and 

Paradise (persian: Pardis) is a religious or metaphysical term for a place in which existence is 

image of the supposed miseries 

eace, prosperity, and happiness. Paradise 

is a place of contentment, but it is not necessarily a land of luxury and idleness. Paradise is 

often described as a "higher place", the holiest place, in contrast to this world, or underworlds 

cultural, often laden with pastoral imagery, and may be 

cosmogonical or eschatological or both. In eschatological contexts, paradise is imagined as an 
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• In old Egyptian beliefs, the otherworld is Aaru, the reed-fields of ideal hunting and 

fishing grounds where the dead lived after judgment.  

• For the Celts, it was the Fortunate Isle of Mag Mell.  

• For the classical Greeks, the Elysian fields was a paradisaical land of plenty where the 

heroic and righteous dead hoped to spend eternity.  

• The Vedic Indians held that the physical body was destroyed by fire but recreated and 

reunited in the Third Heaven in a state of bliss.  

• In the Zoroastrian Avesta, the "Best Existence" and the "House of Song" are places of 

the righteous dead.  

On the other hand, in cosmological contexts 'paradise' describes the world before it was 

tainted by evil. So for example, the Abrahamic faiths associate paradise with the Garden of 

Eden, that is, the perfect state of the world prior to the fall from grace, and the perfect state 

that will be restored in the World to Come.  In the Christian context it is simply the place 

where the dead in Christ rested waiting for the final resurrection and rewards rather than 

the final state of bliss. 

 

The Greek word, originally used for an orchard or hunting park in Persia, was used in 

Septuagint to mean "Garden of Eden," and in New Testament translations of Luke xxiii:43 to 

mean "heaven" (a sense attested in English from c.1200). Meaning "place like or compared to 

Paradise" is from c.1300.” 

The word pardes, is probably borrowed from the Persian word, and does not appear before the 

post-Exilic period (post-538 BCE).  It occurs in the Song of Songs 4:13, Ecclesiastes 2:5, and 

Nehemiah 2:8, in each case meaning "park" or "garden", the original Persian meaning of the 

word, where it describes to the royal parks of Cyrus the Great by Xenophon in Anabasis. 
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Later in Second Temple era Judaism "paradise" came to be associated with the Garden of 

Eden and prophesies of restoration of Eden, and transferred to heaven. The Septuagint uses 

the word around 30 times, both of Eden, (Gen.2:7 etc.) and of Eden restored (Ezek. 28:13, 

36:35 etc.). In the Apocalypse of Moses, Adam and Eve are expelled from paradise (instead of 

Eden) after having been tricked by the serpent. Later after the death of Adam, the Archangel 

Michael carries the body of Adam to be buried in Paradise, which is in the Third Heaven. 

In Rabbinical Judaism, the word 'Pardes' recurs, but less often in the Second Temple context 

of Eden or restored Eden. A well-known reference is in the Pardes story, where the word may 

allude to mystic philosophy. 

Barnes' Notes on the Bible 

“ Into paradise - The word "paradise" (παράδεισος paradeisos) occurs but three times in the 

New Testament; Luke 23:43; 2 Corinthians 12:4; Revelation 2:7.  

It occurs often in the Septuagint, as the translation of the word garden;  

Genesis 2:8-10, Genesis 2:15-16; Genesis 3:1-3, Genesis 3:8,Genesis 3:16, Genesis 3:23-24; 

Genesis 13:10; Numbers 24:6; Isaiah 51:3; Ezekiel 28:13; Ezekiel 31:8-9; Joel 2:3.  

And also Isaiah 1:30; Jeremiah 29:5;  

and of the word ²רדס pardēc in Nehemiah 2:8; Ecclesiastes 2:5; Sol 2:13.  

It is a word which had its origin in the language of eastern Asia, and which has been adopted 

in the Greek, the Roman, and other western languages. 

• In Sanskrit the word "paradesha" means a land elevated and cultivated;  

• in Armenian, "pardes" denotes a garden around the house planted with trees, shrubs, 

grass for use and ornament. 

•  In Persia, the word denotes the pleasure gardens and parks with wild animals around 

the country residences of the monarchs and princes. Hence, it denotes in general a 

garden of pleasure; and in the New Testament is applied to the abodes of the blessed 

after death, the dwelling-place of God and of happy spirits; or to heaven as a place of 

blessedness.  

  The word is found in the three places.  
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•Luke 23:43 – by Jesus on the cross, in response to the thief's request that Jesus remember 

him when he came in his kingdom. 

•2 Cor.12:4 – in Paul's description of a man's description of a third heaven paradise, which 

may in fact be a vision Paul himself saw. 

•Rev.2:7 – in a reference to the Gen.2:8 paradise and the tree of life 

Dictionaries - Baker's Evangelical Dictionary of Biblical Theology - Paradise 

Persian loanword for "an area enclosed by a wall" or "garden." Its three uses in the Hebrew 

Bible ( Neh 2:8 ; Eccl 2:5 ; Sol 4:13 ) retain this meaning. The Septuagint uses the Greek 

paradeisos [paravdeiso"] for the garden of Eden in Genesis (called the "garden of God" in Isa 

51:3 ; and Ezek 28:13 ). 

The intertestamental literature completes the transition of the word to a religious term. Human 

history will culminate in a divine paradise. Since Israel had no immediate access to the garden 

at history's origin or conclusion, paradise, sometimes called Abraham's Bosom, was 

associated with the realm of the righteous dead awaiting the resurrection of the body. 

The New Testament understands paradise in terms of its Jewish heritage. In Luke 23:43 Jesus 

promises the penitent thief: "Today you will be with me in paradise." The intermediate state 

was transformed by Jesus' emphasis on being with him "today." No longer is paradise just an 

anticipatory condition awaiting the messianic presence at the end of the age. Those who die in 

faith will "be with Christ" ( Php 1:23). The dead in Christ will not experience life diminished, but 

life enhanced, as Jesus' words to Martha in John 11:23-26 imply. 

According to Revelation 2:7, the overcoming church will eat from the tree of life in the 

eschatological garden. Sin and death through redemption are now cast out of human 

experience. The way is open for the faithful to return to the garden of God. Paradise is the 

Christian's final home. 
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Paul's glimpse of paradise ( 2 Cor 12:4 ) likely refers to the intermediate state. If so, it is one 

source of Paul's confidence that Christ is present among the righteous dead, even though he 

does not relish the unnatural state of death ( 2 Cor 5:1-10 ). Yet it is quite possible that the 

dead in Christ more clearly see the paradise at history's conclusion than do earth-bound 

believers. Thus, Paul tells the Thessalonians that it is a matter of small consequence if one 

dies in the Lord or is still alive at the second coming ( 1 Thess 4:13-18 ). Christ's presence 

pervades both the intermediate state and the final kingdom.  

  Encyclopedias - International Standard Bible Encyclopedia - Paradise 
PARADISE 

par'-a-dis (pardec; paradeisos): 

1. Origin and Meaning: 

A word probably of Persian origin meaning a royal park. See GARDEN. The word occurs in the 

Hebrew Scriptures but 3 times: 

Song of Solomon 4:13, where it is translated "an orchard"; Nehemiah 2:8, where it is translated 

"a forest" (the Revised Version margin "park"); Ecclesiastes 2:5, where it is in the plural 

number (the King James Version "orchards," the Revised Version (British and American) 

"parks"). But it was early introduced into the Greek language, being made specially familiar by 

Xenophon upon his return from the expedition of Cyrus the Younger to Babylonia (see Anab. 

i.2, section 7; 4, section 9; Cyrop. i.3, section 14). In Septuagint the word is of frequent use in 

translating other terms of kindred significance. The Garden of Eden became "the paradise of 

pleasure or luxury" (Genesis 2:15; 3:23; Joel 2:3). The valley of the Jordan became `the 

paradise of God' (Genesis 13:10). In Ezekiel 31:8,9, according to Septuagint, there is no tree in 

the `paradise of God' equal to that which in the prophet's vision symbolizes the glory of 

Assyria. The figures in the first 9 verses of this chapter may well have been suggested by what 

the prophet had himself seen of parks in the Persian empire. 
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2. Use in Jewish Literature: 

In the apocryphal and pseudo-epigraphical literature the word is extensively used in a spiritual 

and symbolical sense, signalizing the place of happiness to be inherited by the righteous in 

contrast to Gehenna, the place of punishment to which the wicked were to be assigned. In the 

later Jewish literature "Sheol" is represented as a place where preliminary rewards and 

punishments are bestowed previous to the final judgment (see APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE; 

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT; and compare 2 Esdras 2:19; 8:52). But the 

representations in this literature are often vague and conflicting, some holding that there were 

4 divisions in Sheol, one for those who were martyred for righteousness' sake, one for sinners 

who on earth had paid the penalty for their sins, one for the just who had not suffered 

martyrdom, and one for sinners who had not been punished on earth (En 102:15). But among 

the Alexandrian Jews the view prevailed that the separation of the righteous from the wicked 

took place immediately after death (see The Wisdom of Solomon 3:14; 4:10; 5:5, 17; 

Josephus, Ant, XVIII, I, 3; B J, II, viii, 14). This would seem to be the idea underlying the use of 

the word in the New Testament where it occurs only 3 times, and then in a sense remarkably 

free from sensuous suggestions. 

3. Used by Christ: 

Christ uses the word but once (Luke 23:43), when He said to the penitent thief, "Today shalt 

thou be with me in Paradise" (see ABRAHAM'S BOSOM (compare HADES)). This was no time 

to choose words with dialectical precision. The consolation needed by the penitent thief 

suffering from thirst and agony and shame was such as was symbolized by the popular 

conception of paradise, which, as held by the Essenes, consisted of "habitations beyond the 

ocean, in a region that is neither oppressed with storms of rain, or snow, or with intense heat, 

but that this place is such as is refreshed by the gentle breathing of a west wind, that is 

perpetually blowing from the ocean" (Josephus, BJ, II, viii, 11). 

4. Other Forms and Uses: 

Nowhere in His public teaching did Christ use the word "Paradise." He does indeed, when 

speaking in parables, employ the figure of the marriage supper, and of new wine, and 
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elsewhere of Abraham's bosom, and of houses not made by hands, eternal in the heavens; but 

all these references are in striking contrast to the prevailing sensuous representations of the 

times (see 2 Esdras 2:19; 8:52), and such as have been introduced into Mohammedan 

literature. Likewise Paul (2 Corinthians 12:4) speaks of having been "caught up into Paradise" 

where he "heard unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter." See 

ESCHATOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. But in 2 Corinthians 12:2 this is referred to 

more vaguely as "the third heaven." In Revelation 2:7 it is said to the members of the church at 

Ephesus who should overcome, "I (will) give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the Paradise of 

God," where the Eden of Genesis 2:8 is made the symbol of the abode of the righteous, more 

fully described without the words in the last chapter of the book. The reticence of the sacred 

writers respecting this subject is in striking contrast to the profuseness and crudity both of 

rabbinical writers before Christ and of apocryphal writers and Christian commentators at a later 

time. "Where the true Gospels are most reticent, the mythical are most exuberant" (Perowne). 

This is especially noticeable in the Gospel of Nicodemus, the Acta Philippi, the writings of 

Tertullian (De Idol. c. 13; De Anim. c. 55; Tertullian's treatise De Paradiso is lost), Clement of 

Alexandria (Frag. 51), and John of Damascus (De Orthod. Fid., ii, 11). In modern literature the 

conception of Paradise is effectually sublimated and spiritualized in Faber's familiar hymn: 

"O Paradise, O Paradise, 
I greatly long to see 
The special place my dearest Lord 
Is destining for me; 
Where loyal hearts and true 
Stand ever in the light, 
All rapture thro' and thro', 
In God's most holy sight." 

LITERATURE. 

The articles in the great Dicts., especially Herzog, RE; HDB; Alger, Critical History of the 

Doctrine of a Future Life; Schodde, Book of Enoch; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Luke 23:43; 

Salmond, The Christian Doctrine of Immortality, 346. For a good account of Jewish and 

patristic speculation on Paradise, see Professor Plumptre's article in Smith's D.B, II, 704.(G. F. 

Wright) 
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In the 2nd century AD, Irenaeus distinguished paradise from heaven. In Against Heresies, he 

wrote that only those deemed worthy would inherit a home in heaven, while others would enjoy 

paradise, and the rest live in the restored Jerusalem  

 Origen likewise distinguished paradise from heaven, describing paradise as the earthly 

"school" for souls of the righteous dead, preparing them for their ascent through the celestial 

spheres to heaven. 

 Jehovah's Witnesses 

Jehovah's Witnesses believe that Jehovah's purpose from the start was, and is, to have the 

earth filled with the offspring of Adam and Eve as caretakers of a global paradise. After God 

had designed this earth for human habitation, however, Adam and Eve rebelled against 

Jehovah, so they were banished from the Garden of Eden, or Paradise.  

Jehovah's Witnesses believe that the wicked people will be destroyed at Armageddon and that 

many of the righteous (those faithful and obedient to Jehovah) will live eternally in an earthly 

Paradise. (Psalms 37:9, 10, 29; Prov. 2:21, 22). Joining the survivors will be resurrected 

righteous and unrighteous people who died prior to Armageddon (John 5:28, 29; Acts 24:15). 

The latter are brought back because they paid for their sins by their death and/or because they 

lacked opportunity to learn of Jehovah's requirements prior to dying (Rom. 6:23). These will be 

judged on the basis of their post-resurrection obedience to instructions revealed in new 

"scrolls" (Rev. 20:12). This provision does not apply to those that Jehovah deems to have 

sinned against his holy spirit (Matt. 12:31, Luke 12:5).  

One of Jesus's last recorded statements before he died were the words to an evildoer hanging 

alongside him on a torture stake, "You will be with me in Paradise."—Luke 23:43. Witnesses 

believe scriptures such as Matthew 12:40 and 27:63 and Mark 8:31 and 9:31 show that Jesus 

himself expected an interval of three days between his own death and resurrection, making 

impossible a reunion in Paradise on the same day as Jesus's "you will be with me in Paradise" 

statement. 
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Mormonism 

In Latter Day Saint theology, paradise usually refers to the spirit world. That is, the place where 

spirits dwell following death and awaiting the resurrection. In that context, "paradise" is the 

state of the righteous after death. In contrast, the wicked and those who have not yet learned 

the gospel of Jesus Christ await the resurrection in spirit prison. After the universal 

resurrection, all persons will be assigned to a particular kingdom or degree of glory. This may 

also be termed "paradise". 

 

Islam 

 In the Qur'an, Paradise is denoted as jannah (garden), with the highest level being called 

firdaus. The etymologically equivalent word is derived from the original Avestan counterpart, 

and used instead of Heaven to describe the ultimate pleasurable place after death, accessible 

by those who pray, donate to charity, read the Qur'an, believe in: God, the angels, his revealed 

books, his prophets and messengers, the Day of Judgement and the afterlife, and follow God's 

will in their life. Heaven in Islam is used to describe the Universe 

It is also used in the Qur'an to describe skies in the literal sense, i.e., above earth. In Islam, the 

bounties and beauty of Heaven are immense, so much so that they are beyond the abilities of 

mankind’s worldly mind to comprehend. 

 

The Urantia Book 

The Urantia Book portrays Paradise as the "eternal center of the universe of universes," and 

as "the abiding place of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, the Infinite Spirit, and their 

divine co-ordinates and associates." The book states that paradise is the primal origin and the 

final destiny for all spirit personalities, and for all the ascending creatures of the evolutionary 

worlds of time and space. 
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In Luke 23:43 Jesus has a conversation with one of those crucified with him, he asks: “Jesus, 

remember me when you come into your kingdom" and Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you 

today you will be with me in paradise.”;  

 The above statement have been translated in two ways depending on the position of the 

coma. 

Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you today, you will be with me in paradise.”;   

Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you, toda

 For example the two early Syriac

The Curetonian Gospels read "Today I tell you

 The Sinaitic Palimpsest reads "I tell you, 

Likewise the two earliest Greek codices with punctuation disagree: 

Codex Vaticanus has a pause mark in the original ink after 'today', 

whereas Codex Alexandrinus has the "today in paradise" reading.
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CREATION OF PARADISE 

In Luke 23:43 Jesus has a conversation with one of those crucified with him, he asks: “Jesus, 

remember me when you come into your kingdom" and Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you 

ou will be with me in paradise.”;    

The above statement have been translated in two ways depending on the position of the 

Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you today, you will be with me in paradise.”;   

Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you, today you will be with me in paradise.”;   

Syriac versions translate Luke 23:43 differently.  

Today I tell you that you will be with me in paradise". 

reads "I tell you, today you will be with me in paradise

Likewise the two earliest Greek codices with punctuation disagree:  

has a pause mark in the original ink after 'today',  

has the "today in paradise" reading. 

 

In Luke 23:43 Jesus has a conversation with one of those crucified with him, he asks: “Jesus, 

remember me when you come into your kingdom" and Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you 

The above statement have been translated in two ways depending on the position of the 

Jesus answered him, “Truly I tell you today, you will be with me in paradise.”;    

y you will be with me in paradise.”;    

 

that you will be with me in paradise".  

u will be with me in paradise".  
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Where did Christ go on that day?  

 Jesus died on that day on the cross.  He was taken down, wrapped in linen and was laid in a 

burial cave.  His body was there in the cave for three days in accordance with the prophecy 

"The Son of Man will be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth." (Matthew 12:40)  

 But the body of Jesus was not Jesus.  Paul says:  

"By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word preached to you, otherwise you 

have believed in vain. For what I received I passed on to you as of first importance:  

1. that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures  

2. that he was buried  

3. that he was raised on the third day according to the scriptures" (1Cor 15:3-4)  

It does not say where he was. But one thing is certain; Jesus did not present himself to His 

father in heaven as Jesus says to Mary soon after his resurrection.   

"Do not touch me because I have not yet gone up to my Father" (John 20:17)  

Because this clearly rules out Christ, (and therefore also the thief), being in heaven the abode 

of God.  This is why we have to look into other dimensions in heaven outside of the Heaven of 

Heavens where God dwells to locate Paradise.  This is why a third heaven is proposed.  Paul 

asserts that there is a third heaven and there are many mysteries happening there which we 

do not know and which we are not given.  Secret things belong to God. 

The cross of Jesus Christ brought forth the following gifts: 

• Salvation through faith in Jesus 

• Deliverance to the OT saints who were resting in the righteous part of Sheol, Abraham’s 

bosom 

• Shifting  Abraham’s Bosom to the third heaven along with the OT saints, including the 

thief on the cross 
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• Pour down the Holy Spirit on the Church and the hope of Glory to all who received him. 

 The Old Testament saints talked about Sheol under the earth. But the New Testament saints 

talked about Paradise in the third heaven.   

Before ascending into heaven, Christ descended into the ‘lower parts of the earth’ (Eph 4:9) 

Ephesians 4:  8-10 This is why it says: “When he ascended on high, he took many captives 

and gave gifts to his people. (What does “he ascended” mean except that he also descended 

to the lower, earthly regions? He who descended is the very one who ascended higher than all 

the heavens, in order to fill the whole universe.)     

What was in the lower earthly regions? 

Sheol with its two compartments which contained those righteous in Abraham’s bosom and the 

unrighteous in the Hades and also those spirits who were bound in chains in Tartarus. 

Peter calls this lowermost region Tartarus (II Pet 2:4). In addition to holding the then world’s 

entire population apart from Noah and his family, the prison also held the angels who had 

copulated with women (Gen 6:2, Jude 6) and their demigod offspring the Giants. 

2 Peter 2:4-9 

• For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but sent them to hell(Tartarus), 

putting them in chains of darkness  to be held for judgment;  

•  if he did not spare the ancient world when he brought the flood on its ungodly people, 

but protected Noah, a preacher of righteousness, and seven others;  

• if he condemned the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah by burning them to ashes, and 

made them an example of what is going to happen to the ungodly;  and if he rescued 

Lot, a righteous man, who was distressed by the depraved conduct of the lawless  (for 

that righteous man, living among them day after day, was tormented in his righteous 

soul by the lawless deeds he saw and heard)—  
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If this is so, then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from trials and to hold the 

unrighteous for punishment on the day of judgment.   

The forgiveness of sins through the sacrifice of Christ’s crucified body was preached 

even to the dead. Despite their former failure to repent, they were granted a second chance, 

albeit many tens of thousands of years later. Judged in the flesh just as he himself was put to 

death in the flesh (I Pet 3:18), they were granted an opportunity to live with him in the spirit      

(I Pet 4:6).  

I Pet 4: 6 For this is the reason the gospel was preached even to those who are now dead, 

so that they might be judged according to human standards in regard to the body, but live 

according to God in regard to the spirit. 

 Christ descended deeper than Hades, so that, ascending far above the heavens, he might fill 

all things (Eph 4:10).  

In the Hades and Tartarus some responded to his message,  

for ‘when he ascended he led captivity captive’;  

Evidently Jesus took with him those who were captive in the spirit prisons. He liberated many 

from their prison as first-fruits of his victory over the sin, both of the angelic as well as the 

human race along with their mixed race.  

They became ‘the church of the firstborn enrolled in heaven’   

But this is not the final redemption even for those.  They are waiting for that final redemption 

still.  Fullness of Man includes the redemption of bodies as well.  A union of Soul and Spirit will 

not make man complete and perfect. Man is Body, Soul and Spirit. 

Heb 11:39 – 40 And all these, having gained approval through their faith, did not receive what 

was promised, because God had provided something better for us, so that apart from us they 

would not be made perfect. 

Heb 12: 22 -24 But you have come to Mount Zion, to the city of the living God, the heavenly 

Jerusalem. You have come to thousands upon thousands of angels in joyful assembly,   
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to the church of the firstborn,  whose names are written in heaven. You have come to God, 

the Judge of all, to the spirits of the righteous made perfect,  to Jesus the mediator of a 

new covenant, and to the sprinkled blood that speaks a better word than the blood of Abel. 

 This must have happenned just before his resurrection during the three days he was in the 

grave. Absent from the earth, Jesus was in Spirit and went to preach the gospel to the Spirit 

world.  We notice that the incarnation of the Son Jesus was not constrained within the material 

realm of malkuth.  Incarnation was for the redemption of the whole creation so that God could 

proclaim liberty for the whole creation. 

The festival of first-fruits, which took place on the day after the weekly sabbath following the 

Passover (Lev 23:9ff), the same day as the resurrection (Matt 28:1), was a celebratory 

foreshadowing of this harvest (I Cor 15:20).  Now the believer goes directly to Paradise which 

is in the heaven if we define the heaven as where the presence of the Lord is. 

For the believers today 

2 Cor.5:8 "To be absent from the body is to be present with the Lord” in Spirit. 

Heaven is the inheritance of all believers where there is “fullness of joy,” everlasting 

blessedness. The “place, of our inheritance where Jesus went ahead to “prepare” for us (John 

14:2) that we may be with him, where he is. 

If we ask, where is this Paradise located?, it is a difficult question since it is certainly not in the 

material world but since the dead are simply Spirit or Souls, these are to be in a different 

dimension.     

 “To love somebody else as one loves oneself, which Christ told us to do - that is impossible.  

We are bound by the force of earthly personality: the ‘me' stands in the way. Christ, and Christ 

alone, did it; but he was the eternal ideal, the ideal of the ages, to which one aspires and must 

aspire, impelled by nature. 

Nevertheless, since Christ came to earth as the human ideal in the flesh, it has become clear 

as daylight what the last and highest stage of the evolution of the personality must be.  It is 

this: when our evolving is finished, at the very point where the end is reached, one will find out 



 

with all the force of our nature that the highest use one can make 

full flowering of one's self, is to do away with it, to give it wholly to any and everybody, without 

division or reserve.  And that is sovereign happiness.  Thus, the law of ‘me' is fused with the 

law of humanity; and the ‘I' and ‘all' (in appearance two opposite extremes), each suppressing 

itself for the sake of the other, reach the highest peak of their individual development,  each 

one separately. This is exactly the paradise that Christ offers.   The whole history of humanit

and of each individual man and woman, is simply an evolution towards and an aspiration to, 

struggle for, and achievement of, this end.

World My Parish (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1961) 60

In the 2nd century AD, Irenaeus

wrote that only those deemed worthy would inherit a home in heaven, while others would enjoy 

paradise, and the rest live in the restored Jerusalem

Origen likewise distinguished paradise from heaven, describing paradise as the earthly 

"school" for souls of the righteous dead, preparing them for their ascent through the celestial 

spheres to heaven. 

Luke 16:19–31.   

The parable of the rich man and Lazarus refers to two diffe

spirit world: “Abraham’s bosom” and “hell” (see Luke 16:22

place of comfort in the company of the faithful (epitomized by father Abraham), the latter as a 

place of torment. “Abraham’s boso

companionably against another during a feast or banquet (see John 13:23). Bosom also 

suggests having close fellowship with another (see John 1:18). In paradise, Lazarus was able 

to have close association with Abr

Donald W. Parry, Understanding the Parables of Jesus Christ [2006], 156; see also the 

commentary for John 13:23). Between this abode of the faithful and “hell” there was “a great 

gulf fixed” (Luke 16:26), which prevented interchange between the two.
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all the force of our nature that the highest use one can make of one's personality, of the 

full flowering of one's self, is to do away with it, to give it wholly to any and everybody, without 

division or reserve.  And that is sovereign happiness.  Thus, the law of ‘me' is fused with the 

nd ‘all' (in appearance two opposite extremes), each suppressing 

itself for the sake of the other, reach the highest peak of their individual development,  each 

one separately. This is exactly the paradise that Christ offers.   The whole history of humanit

and of each individual man and woman, is simply an evolution towards and an aspiration to, 

struggle for, and achievement of, this end.” Dostoevsky Quoted by Yves Congar, 

(London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1961) 60-61. 

Irenaeus distinguished paradise from heaven. In Against Heresies, he 

wrote that only those deemed worthy would inherit a home in heaven, while others would enjoy 

live in the restored Jerusalem.  

shed paradise from heaven, describing paradise as the earthly 

"school" for souls of the righteous dead, preparing them for their ascent through the celestial 

 

The parable of the rich man and Lazarus refers to two different conditions in the 

spirit world: “Abraham’s bosom” and “hell” (see Luke 16:22–23). The former is depicted as a 

place of comfort in the company of the faithful (epitomized by father Abraham), the latter as a 

place of torment. “Abraham’s bosom conjures up an image of one man reclining 

companionably against another during a feast or banquet (see John 13:23). Bosom also 

suggests having close fellowship with another (see John 1:18). In paradise, Lazarus was able 

to have close association with Abraham, the revered father of all Israelites” (Jay A. Parry and 

Donald W. Parry, Understanding the Parables of Jesus Christ [2006], 156; see also the 

commentary for John 13:23). Between this abode of the faithful and “hell” there was “a great 

ke 16:26), which prevented interchange between the two. 

of one's personality, of the 

full flowering of one's self, is to do away with it, to give it wholly to any and everybody, without 

division or reserve.  And that is sovereign happiness.  Thus, the law of ‘me' is fused with the 

nd ‘all' (in appearance two opposite extremes), each suppressing 

itself for the sake of the other, reach the highest peak of their individual development,  each 

one separately. This is exactly the paradise that Christ offers.   The whole history of humanity, 

and of each individual man and woman, is simply an evolution towards and an aspiration to, 

Quoted by Yves Congar, The Wide 

distinguished paradise from heaven. In Against Heresies, he 

wrote that only those deemed worthy would inherit a home in heaven, while others would enjoy 

shed paradise from heaven, describing paradise as the earthly 

"school" for souls of the righteous dead, preparing them for their ascent through the celestial 

rent conditions in the post mortal 

23). The former is depicted as a 

place of comfort in the company of the faithful (epitomized by father Abraham), the latter as a 

m conjures up an image of one man reclining 

companionably against another during a feast or banquet (see John 13:23). Bosom also 

suggests having close fellowship with another (see John 1:18). In paradise, Lazarus was able 

aham, the revered father of all Israelites” (Jay A. Parry and 

Donald W. Parry, Understanding the Parables of Jesus Christ [2006], 156; see also the 

commentary for John 13:23). Between this abode of the faithful and “hell” there was “a great 
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“Abraham’s bosom” refers to paradise, and “hell” refers to the spirit prison. The division 

between these two places existed before Jesus Christ visited the spirit world between the time 

of His death and His Resurrection. Before Christ’s death, spirits from paradise could not visit 

those who were in spirit prison. His ministry in the spirit world bridged the gulf between 

paradise and the spirit prison, making it possible for the spirits in prison to r

message of the gospel from authorized ministers sent from paradise (see D&C 138:18

John 5:25–29; 1 Peter 3:18–21; 4:6).

The Savior’s visit to the spirits in prison opened the way for the salvation of the dead, as Elder 

Bruce R. McConkie (1915–85) of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles explained: “Since our 

Lord has proclaimed ‘liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are 

bound’ (Isa. 61:1), the gospel is preached in all parts of the spirit world, repentance is grante

to those who seek it, vicarious ordinances are administered in earthly temples, and there is a 

hope of salvation for the spirits of those men who would have received the gospel with all their 

hearts in this life had the opportunity come to them” (Doctrin

vols. [1965–73], 1:522). 

 

President Joseph F. Smith (1838

prison, they must hear the gospel and accept it and the saving ordinances must be performed 

for them: “In relation to the deliverance of spirits from their prison house, of course, we believe 

that can only be done after the gospel has been preached to them in the spirit, and they have 

accepted the same, and the work necessary to their redemption by the li
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“Abraham’s bosom” refers to paradise, and “hell” refers to the spirit prison. The division 

between these two places existed before Jesus Christ visited the spirit world between the time 

and His Resurrection. Before Christ’s death, spirits from paradise could not visit 

those who were in spirit prison. His ministry in the spirit world bridged the gulf between 

paradise and the spirit prison, making it possible for the spirits in prison to r

message of the gospel from authorized ministers sent from paradise (see D&C 138:18

21; 4:6).  

The Savior’s visit to the spirits in prison opened the way for the salvation of the dead, as Elder 

85) of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles explained: “Since our 

Lord has proclaimed ‘liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are 

bound’ (Isa. 61:1), the gospel is preached in all parts of the spirit world, repentance is grante

to those who seek it, vicarious ordinances are administered in earthly temples, and there is a 

hope of salvation for the spirits of those men who would have received the gospel with all their 

hearts in this life had the opportunity come to them” (Doctrinal New Testament Commentary, 3 

 

President Joseph F. Smith (1838–1918) clarified that before spirits can be released from spirit 

prison, they must hear the gospel and accept it and the saving ordinances must be performed 

“In relation to the deliverance of spirits from their prison house, of course, we believe 

that can only be done after the gospel has been preached to them in the spirit, and they have 

accepted the same, and the work necessary to their redemption by the living be done for them” 

“Abraham’s bosom” refers to paradise, and “hell” refers to the spirit prison. The division 

between these two places existed before Jesus Christ visited the spirit world between the time 

and His Resurrection. Before Christ’s death, spirits from paradise could not visit 

those who were in spirit prison. His ministry in the spirit world bridged the gulf between 

paradise and the spirit prison, making it possible for the spirits in prison to receive the 

message of the gospel from authorized ministers sent from paradise (see D&C 138:18–37; 

The Savior’s visit to the spirits in prison opened the way for the salvation of the dead, as Elder 

85) of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles explained: “Since our 

Lord has proclaimed ‘liberty to the captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are 

bound’ (Isa. 61:1), the gospel is preached in all parts of the spirit world, repentance is granted 

to those who seek it, vicarious ordinances are administered in earthly temples, and there is a 

hope of salvation for the spirits of those men who would have received the gospel with all their 

al New Testament Commentary, 3 

1918) clarified that before spirits can be released from spirit 

prison, they must hear the gospel and accept it and the saving ordinances must be performed 

“In relation to the deliverance of spirits from their prison house, of course, we believe 

that can only be done after the gospel has been preached to them in the spirit, and they have 

ving be done for them” 
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(Teachings of Presidents of the Church: Joseph F. Smith [1998], 413–14).John 5:25, 28. The 

Savior Taught that He Would Preach to the Spirits in Prison 

Elder D. Todd Christofferson of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles explained the Savior’s 

prophecy that He would preach to the dead: “While yet in life, Jesus prophesied that He would 

also preach to the dead [see John 5:25]. Peter tells us this happened in the interval between 

the Savior’s Crucifixion and Resurrection [see 1 Peter 3:18–19]. President Joseph F. Smith 

witnessed in vision that the Savior visited the spirit world and ‘from among the righteous 

[spirits] L organized his forces and appointed messengers, clothed with power and authority, 

and commissioned them to go forth and carry the light of the gospel to them that were in 

darkness’ [D&C 138:30]” (“The Redemption of the Dead and the Testimony of Jesus,” Ensign, 

Nov. 2000, 9).”  
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http://infosthetics.com/archives/2008/02/bible_information_diagrams.html 

 



 

There are three basic heavens distinguished in scripture. 

THE FIRST HEAVEN is the atmosphere, 

where birds fly. (Gen.1:20; Jer.4:25;

etc Lamentations 4:19),    

Gen 1:14 Then God said, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

HEAVENS 

THREE HEAVENS 

heavens distinguished in scripture.  

atmosphere,  

Jer.4:25; Mt.8:20; Acts 10:12; Genesis 2:19; 7:3, 23

aid, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day 

 

, 23; Psalms 8:8, 

aid, “Let there be lights in the firmament of the heavens to divide the day 
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from the night.”    

Psalms 78: 23-23 “Yet He had commanded the clouds above, and opened the doors of 

heaven, had rained down manna on them to eat, and given them of the bread of heaven.” 

Genesis 7:11-12: “the windows of heaven were opened. And the rain was on the earth forty 

days and forty nights.”  

Genesis 8:2: “The fountains of the deep and the windows of heaven were also stopped, and 

the rain from heaven was restrained”  

Malachi 3:10   “If I will not open for you the windows of heaven And pour out for you such 

blessing That there will not be room enough to receive it.”   

Deuteronomy 11:17 “Then the LORD's anger will burn against you, and he will shut the 

heavens so that it will not rain and the ground will yield no produce....”  

Deuteronomy 28:12: “The LORD will open the heavens, the storehouse of his bounty, to send 

rain on your land in season and to bless all the work of your hands.” 

 

THE SECOND HEAVEN 

The next heaven is a level above our atmosphere is the space beyond the atmosphere which 

goes to the limits of the seen universe where the planets, the stars and the sun and moon are 

located.(Gen.1:14-18,22:17;Mt.24:29;Rev.6:13)  

Psalm 19:1 “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament shows His handiwork.”  

Genesis 1:17: And God placed them in the Firmament of heaven.  

Isaiah 40:22: He stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and spread them out as a tent to 

dwell in.” 

(Psalm 19:4,6) - “In the heavens he has pitched a tent for the sun... It rises at one end of the 

heavens and makes its circuit to the other;...”  

The above two are in the visible material realm.  Bible refers to a third heaven which is in the 

unseen realm usually called Spiritual World and the world where God dwell. 
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THIRD HEAVEN 

The third heaven is invisible,   Acts, 2 Cor.; Eph.;Col.   This is where God  angels and all the 

host of heavens dwell 

It is called “The heaven of heavens,” because it is beyond the visible heavens (Deuteronomy 

10:14; 1 Kings 8:27; Psalms 115:16; 148:4).  

(1Kings 8:27) - “The heavens, even the highest heaven, cannot contain you.”  

(Psalm 2:4) The One enthroned in heaven laughs; The LORD scoffs at them.” 

2 Corinthians 12:2-4  “I knew a man in Christ above fourteen years ago, (whether in the body, I 

cannot tell; or whether out of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth;) such an one caught up to 

the Third HeavenL. I knew such a man, (whether in the body, or out of the body, I cannot tell: 

God knoweth;) How that he was caught up into Paradise, and heard unspeakable words, 

which it is not lawful for a man to utter.” 

The words "caught up" is in harmony with what we read of Elijah. 

Genesis 5:24 

Enoch walked with God (On Earth) and he was not (he disappeared) for God took him.   

And it says of Elijah that the Lord would take Elijah up into Heaven by a whirlwind and as 

Elisha and Elijah were walking, a chariot of fire with horses of fire divided the two men, and 

Elijah was taken up into Heavenly a whirlwind. 

  

2 Kings 2:1-11 

And it came to pass, when the LORD would take up Elijah into heaven by a whirlwind that 

Elijah went with Elisha from Gilgal. And Elijah said unto Elisha, Tarry here, I pray thee; for the 

LORD hath sent me to Bethel. And Elisha said unto him, As the LORD liveth, and as thy soul 

liveth, I will not leave thee. L  And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, 

behold, there appeared a chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and 

Elijah went up by a whirlwind into Heaven.   

  

But Jesus affirms that no man hath ascended up to Heaven, but He that came down from 

Heaven, even the Son of man which is in Heaven.  Maybe Enoch and Elijah were taken up to 

a different level of Heaven than what Jesus spoke of because they retained their body.  Their 

bodies were transformed into undecaying immortal bodies.    
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Jn. 14:2-4 that he went ahead of us to prepare a place in heaven which is where his father 

dwells. That where he is we may be also. 

“2 Corinthians 12:4 The word “paradise” paradeisos (NT:3808) occurs but three times in the 

New Testament; Luke 23:43; 2 Corinthians 12:4; Revelation 2:7. It occurs often in the 

Septuagint, as the translation of the word garden; Genesis 2:8-10,15-16; 3:1-3,8,16,23-24; 

13:10; Numbers 24:6; Isaiah 51:3; Ezekiel 28:13; 31:8-9; Joel 2:3. And also Isaiah 1:30; 

Jeremiah 29:5; and of the word pardeec (OT:6508) in Nehemiah 2:8; Ecclesiastes 2:5; Song of 

Solomon 2:13” (from Barnes' Notes). 

This is the final abode. 

However we see that it is in Paul’s description of the “the third heaven” in 2 Cor.12:2. That we 

come across the word Paradise. In vs.4 Paul calls it Paradise.  Since it is a world of the spirits 

and souls without bodies we may assume that this may be separate part of the third heaven. 

This concept that it is another place within or next to the third heaven is supported by Gill in his 

exposition of the Bible 
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 Gill's Exposition of the Entire Bible 

How that he was caught up into paradise,.... Not the earthly paradise in which our first parents 

were; this was destroyed by the flood, and the place where it was not now to be known; and to 

what purpose the apostle should be carried thither cannot be guessed at; though some have 

thought that this is here meant: but not this, nor any place distinct from the "third" heaven, or 

place of the blessed, is meant; which is the sense of many of the ancients, who suppose the 

third heaven and paradise to be two distinct places, and that the apostle had two separate 

raptures.  
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Clemens Alexandrinus (m), reads the words thus, "I knew a man in Christ caught up to 

the third heaven, , from thence to paradise";  

and so  

Theophilact upon the place says, "from the third heaven he was immediately called up 

into paradise";  

and so  

Oecumenius, "he was caught up unto the third heaven, and so again from thence into 

paradise";  

and some modern writers have been inclined to think there were two raptures, and the rather 

inasmuch as the apostle is said to be caught "up to" the one, and caught "up into" the other, 

and makes use of the words "caught up" twice; or otherwise he would be guilty of a tautology, 

both in that and in repeating his ignorance of the manner of the rapture; to which is added, that 

he proposed to speak of "visions" and "revelations" in the plural number, 2 Corinthians 12:1, 

and afterwards calls this vision an "abundance of revelations", 2 Corinthians 12:7, but as it was 

at the same time that he was caught up to the third heaven, and into paradise, there being one 

and the same date of fourteen years ago to both   ; LLL.. 

heaven is called paradise, because as the garden of Eden, which bears that name, was of 

God's planting, so is this made and prepared by him; as that was a delightful place, so is this; 

also because of Christ the tree of life, which is in the midst of it, besides an innumerable 

company of angels, and spirits of just men made perfect, the pure and undefiled inhabitants of 

it; and because of the river of divine love, of endless pleasures, the saints there are made to 

drink of. It was usual with the Jews to call heaven , "the garden of Eden", or paradise; and 

which they (n) sometimes speak of as upper and lower; the lower they suppose the souls of 

men are introduced into, immediately upon their dissolution; where they stay a while, and then 

go up to the upper paradise, the world of souls, where Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are. The 

Jews ought not to object to the apostle's being had into paradise before his death, for they tell 

us of several that entered there whilst alive; 

 

"nine (they say (o)). , "entered in their life time into the garden of Eden", or paradise;  

and these are they, Enoch the son of Jared, and Elijah, and the Messiah, and Eliezer the 

servant of Abraham, and Hiram king of Tyre, and Ebed Melec the Ethiopian, and Jabez the 
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son of Rabbi Judah the prince, and Bethiah the daughter of Pharaoh, and Sarah the daughter 

of Asher; and there are some that say also (p) Rabbi Joshua ben Levi";and in another place 

(q), 

 

"four , entered into paradise; and these are they, Ben Azzai, and Ben Zoma, another, and R. 

Akiba;'' 

upon which is (r) added, "they entered into paradise as it were by the hands of God, and they 

did not ascend up above really, but it seemed to them as if they ascended;'  

But others refer to seven heavens 

  
 

SEVEN HEAVENS 
 
 ‘There are seven heavens:  

Vilon, Rakia, Shehakim, Zevul, Ma’on, Makhon, and  Aravot.’  

(the tractate of Hagigah in the Talmud.) 

 
Read more: http://forward.com/articles/11110/in-seventh-heaven-/#ixzz2y9upSear 
 
[Quran 41.12] So [Allah] decreed them as seven heavens (one above the other) in two days 

and revealed to each heaven its orders. And We [Allah] adorned the lowest heaven with lights, 

and protection. Such is the decree of the Exalted; the Knowledgeable. 

 

 Excerpt from the Power New Testament revealing Jewish Roots  
by William J. Morford  

 
“http://www.biblewheel.com/forum/showthread.php?30-Seven-Heavens 
 
Heavens is always plural in Hebrew, with seven levels of heaven, noted in Scripture. The 

names are: Vilon, Rakia, Shechakim, Zevul, Maon, Machon, and Aravot. 
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1. Vilon is 'That stretches out the heavens as a curtain (Vilon), and spreads them out as a tent 

to dwell in.' (Isaiah 40:22) Vilon retires in the morning and comes out in the evening, and 

renews the work of creation daily. Vilon is the entire universe, going beyond what we can see 

with telescopes. Vilon is the word for curtain used in the Talmud, but a synonym, doq, 

pronounced like coke, is the word used in Isaiah 40:22 

 

2. Rakia is where 'God set them in the firmament (Rakia) of the heavens.' (Gen 1:17[19]) This 

is a reference to the stars, sun, moon, and planets: outer space where the various heavenly 

bodies move in their prescribed orbits and /or maintain relationships in constellations, solar 

systems, galaxies, etc. Rakia is the part of the heavens that can be seen.  

 

3. Shechakim is from 'He commanded the skies (shechakim) above and opened the doors of 

heaven; and He rained down manna upon them to eat.' (Psalm 78:23) This is where the 

millstones are located that grind manna for the righteous. His Word is still miraculously feeding 

us. Shechakim is the atmosphere. 

 

4. Zevul is the location for 'I have surely built you a house of habitation (Zevul), a place for you 

to dwell in forever. (1Kings 8:13 [32]) This is the location of celestial Jerusalem and the temple 

with the heavenly altar where Michael offers a sacrifice. How do we know that Zevul is this 

place? Because, 'Look down from heaven and behold the habitation (Zevul) of Your holiness 

and Your glory.' (Isaiah 63:16) 

 

5. Maon is where 'The Lord will command His loving kindness in the daytime and in the night 

his song shall be with Me.' (Psalm 42:8) This is where His ministering angels stay, singing in 

the night. We know that this is heaven because of 'Look down from your holy habitation (Maon) 

from heaven.' (Deuteronomy 26:15) 

 

6. Machon is the location of the storehouses of snow, rain, hail, whirlwinds, storms, etc. 'The 

Lord shall open unto you His good treasureL' Deuteronomy 28:12 We know that this is 

heaven because 'Hear in Heaven, the habitation (Machon) of Your dwellingL' (1Kings 8:39) 
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7. Aravot is that in which are righteousness, judgment, and charity, the storehouses of life, of 

peace and of blessing, the spirits of the righteous, with which the Lord will hereafter revive the 

dead. Those living here include the Ophannim, Seraphim, holy Chayyot, the ministering 

angels, the Throne of Glory, and the King of the Universe. 'Cast up a highway for Him Who 

rides upon the clouds (Aravot)’ His name is Yah. (Psalm 68:4) The storehouse of life contains 

the force of life for all those yet to be born because when God finished creation (Genesis 2:1) 

He had made everything that would ever be - including your descendants. The spirits of the 

righteous are the dead who are sleeping with their fathers. 

 

Notice that the first three represent the universe, the visible night sky and sun, and the 

atmosphere. These are natural, physical things even when beyond the range of telescopes. 

 

Each of the other four levels is both physical and spiritual. Three levels are translated 

Habitation, but that is not the clue we need. Three levels are populated: Zevul, with the 

celestial Jerusalem; Maon, with bands of ministering angels; and Aravot, with various heavenly 

beings, the Throne, and the spirits of the saints. That is probably the level Paul referred to, the 

third of the populated levels, in 2 Corinthians 12:2   

 

According to Kabala in order from lowest to highest, the Seven Heavens, Shamayim (שמים), 

according to the Talmud, are listed alongside the angels who govern them: 

 

    Vilon (וילון) also called "Araphel": The first Heaven, governed by Archangel Gabriel, is the 

closest of heavenly realms to the Earth; it is also considered the abode of Adam and Eve. 

    Raqi'a (רקיע): The second Heaven is dually controlled by Zachariel and Raphael. It was in 

this Heaven that Moses, during his visit to Paradise, encountered the angel Nuriel who stood 

"300 parasangs high, with a retinue of 50 myriads of angels all fashioned out of water and fire". 

Also, Raquia is considered the realm where the fallen angels are imprisoned and the planets 

fastened. 

    Shehaqim (שחקים): The third Heaven, under the leadership of Anahel, serves as the home 

of the Garden of Eden and the Tree of Life; it is also the realm where manna, the holy food of 
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angels, is produced. The Second Book of Enoch, meanwhile, states that both Paradise and 

Hell are accommodated in Shehaqim with Hell being located simply "on the northern side". 

    Ma'on (מעון): The fourth Heaven is ruled by the Archangel Michael, and according to 

Talmud Hagiga 12, it contains the heavenly Jerusalem, the Temple, and the Altar. 

    Makhon (מכון): The fifth Heaven is under the administration of Samael, an angel referred to 

as evil by some, but who is to others merely a dark servant of God. 

    Zebul (זבול): The sixth Heaven falls under the jurisdiction of Sachiel. 

    Araboth (ערבות): The seventh Heaven, under the leadership of Cassiel, is the holiest of the 

seven Heavens because it houses the Throne of Glory attended by the Seven Archangels and 

serves as the realm in which God dwells; underneath the throne itself lies the abode of all 

unborn human souls. It is also considered the home of the Seraphim, the Cherubim, and the 

Hayyoth. 

See http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/view.jsp?artid=1521&letter=A#4364 

 

Though this concept of seven heavens is not found in the bible as such, this idea was 

developed later after the return from exile. Babylonians were probably the first to identify the 

planetary motion and chart  the precise trajectories of the seven visible celestial bodies — the 

sun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter.   

 

 

 



 

http://isbbook.com/samples5.php
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Eastern Orthodox
Christ is enthroned in heaven surrounded by the ranks of angels and saints. At the bottom 

is Paradise with the "Bosom of Abraham" (
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Eastern Orthodox icon of All Saints, c. 1700. 

surrounded by the ranks of angels and saints. At the bottom 
with the "Bosom of Abraham" (left) and the Good Thie

surrounded by the ranks of angels and saints. At the bottom 
Good Thief (right). 
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HEAVENS IN OTHER RELIGIONS  

ISLAM 

Qu'ran, verse 35 of Surah Al-Ra’d says, "The parable of the Garden which the righteous are 

promised! Beneath it flow rivers. Perpetual is the fruits thereof and the shade therein. Such is 

the End of the Righteous; and the end of the unbelievers is the Fire."[Quran 13:35]  

Islam rejects the concept of original sin, and Muslims believe that all human beings are born 

pure. Children automatically go to heaven when they die, regardless of the religion of their 

parents. 

The concept of heaven in Islam differs in many respects to the concept in Judaism and 

Christianity. Heaven is described primarily in physical terms as a place where every wish is 

immediately fulfilled when asked. Islamic texts describe immortal life in heaven as happy, 

without negative emotions. Those who dwell in heaven are said to wear costly apparel, partake 

in exquisite banquets, and recline on couches inlaid with gold or precious stones. Inhabitants 

will rejoice in the company of their parents, wives, and children. In Islam if one's good deeds 

weigh out one's sins then one may gain entrance to heaven. Conversely, if one's sins outweigh 

their good deeds they are sent to hell. The more good deeds one has performed the higher the 

level of heaven one is directed to. It has been said that the lowest level of heaven is one-

hundred times better than the greatest life on earth. The highest level is the seventh heaven. 

Palaces are built by angels for the occupants using solid gold. 

Verses which describe heaven include: Quran 13:35, Quran 18:31, Quran 38:49–54, Quran 

35:33–35, Quran 52:17–27. 

The Qur’an mentions seven heavens of Jannah:  

‘See you not how Allah has created the seven heavens one above another, and made the 

moon a light in their midst, and made the sun a Lamp?’ (Surat Nuh, Verses 15–16) 
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Islamic texts refer to several levels of heaven:   

1. Firdaus (Paradise) 

2. Adn 

3. Na’iim 

4. Na’wa 

5. Darussalaam 

6. Daarul Muaqaamah 

7. Al-Muqqamul Amin 

8. Khuldi (Dhunya - world) 

 

Firdaus (ردوسÀÀÀÀف) In the Qur’an it is stated that Firdaus (Paradise) is the highest level and the 

most centered part of Jannah where the prophets, the martyrs and the most truthful and pious 

people will dwell. It is said that their palaces and castles are made of diamonds and gold. 

Jannah (جّنة ) is the Islamic word for paradise or heaven, Jannah means ‘Garden’. In Muslim 

belief, everything one longs for in this world, will be there in Paradise. In contrast to Jannah, 

the words Jahannam and Nār  refer to the concept of hell. 

 

The Qur’an states: ‘Verily, those who believe in the Oneness of Allah and do righteous deeds, 

shall have Gardens of Al-Firdaus(Paradise) for their entertainment.’ (Surat 18, Verse 107). 

The lowest level of creation is Dunyah, which covers the known universe and all within it. The 

highest level is the seventh heaven, in which God can be seen and where anything is possible. 

The parable of the Garden which the righteous are promised!- beneath it flow rivers: perpetual 

is the enjoyment there of and the shade therein: such is the end of the Righteous; and the end 

of Unbelievers in the Fire.(Quran013.035) 

 

“Al-Janna “The Garden”: A Muslim Vision Of Paradise 

http://www.siskiyous.edu/class/engl12/studentwork/mike/islamic.htm 

Al-Janna is well documented in the Qur'an as the eternal reward for those who serve Allah, do 

good, endure, etc ("Comparative Index"). In fact, the Qur'an gives far more physical details 

about its Paradise than the Bible does about its Heaven: the Qur'an cites eight levels of 

Paradise, most gardens of some form or another, and it describes reclining couches, abundant 



 

fruits, food, spring water, goblets of silver, and so on ("Comparative Index"). But the 

popular "knowledge" of Al-Janna

virgins. But this idea does not come from the Qur'an; it is from the 

It appears that the Quran itself describe this idea of reward in the following verses

Koran 78:31  As for the righteous, they shall surely triumph. Theirs shall be gardens and 

vineyards, and high- bosomed virgins for companions: a truly overflowing cup.

Koran 37:40-48 ...They will sit with bashful, dark

of ostriches. 

Koran 44:51-55  ...Yes and We shall wed them to dark

Koran 52:17-20 ...They shall recline on couches ranged in rows. To dark

we shall wed them... 

Koran 55:56-57  In them will be bashful virgins ne

before.Then which of the favours of your Lord will you deny ?"

Koran 55:57-58  Virgins as fair as corals and rubies. Then which of the favours of your Lord 

will you deny ?" 

Koran 56:7-40...We created the houris (the bea

companions for those on the right hand.. "
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fruits, food, spring water, goblets of silver, and so on ("Comparative Index"). But the 

Janna in our Christian dominated society involves martyrs receiving

ns. But this idea does not come from the Qur'an; it is from the from the Hadith

It appears that the Quran itself describe this idea of reward in the following verses

r the righteous, they shall surely triumph. Theirs shall be gardens and 

bosomed virgins for companions: a truly overflowing cup.

48 ...They will sit with bashful, dark-eyed virgins, as chaste as the sheltered eggs 

55  ...Yes and We shall wed them to dark-eyed houris. (beautiful virgins)

20 ...They shall recline on couches ranged in rows. To dark-eyed houris (virgins) 

57  In them will be bashful virgins neither man nor Jinn will have touched 

before.Then which of the favours of your Lord will you deny ?" 

58  Virgins as fair as corals and rubies. Then which of the favours of your Lord 

40...We created the houris (the beautiful women) and made them virgins, loving 

companions for those on the right hand.. " 

fruits, food, spring water, goblets of silver, and so on ("Comparative Index"). But the currently 

society involves martyrs receiving 

m the Hadith.” 

 

It appears that the Quran itself describe this idea of reward in the following verses 

r the righteous, they shall surely triumph. Theirs shall be gardens and 

bosomed virgins for companions: a truly overflowing cup. 

eyed virgins, as chaste as the sheltered eggs 

eyed houris. (beautiful virgins) 

eyed houris (virgins) 

ither man nor Jinn will have touched 

58  Virgins as fair as corals and rubies. Then which of the favours of your Lord 

utiful women) and made them virgins, loving 
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Koran 55:70-77 "In each there shall be virgins chaste and fair... Dark eyed virgins sheltered in 

their tents whom neither man nor Jin will have touched before.. 

In the Hadiths, Mohammed goes one step further and expands the promise of virgins to 

include a free sex market where there is no limit of the number of sexual partners. Women and 

young boys are on display as if in a fruit market where you can choose the desired ripeness. 

Al Hadis, Vol. 4, p. 172, No. 34  Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said, "There is in 

Paradise a market wherein there will be no buying or selling, but will consist of men and 

women. When a man desires a beauty, he will have intercourse with them." 

Apparently Hadith extends it even to homosexuality. 

But then Hadith is simply tradition and cannot be the norm.  It is only folklore. 

 

The idea presented in the Quran of Paradise is certainly one of sensual pleasures with human 

bodies and material prosperity. 

 

AHMADIYYA 

 

According to the Ahmadiyya view, much of the imagery presented in the Qur'an regarding 

heaven, but also hell, is in fact metaphorical. They propound the verse which describes, 

according to them how the life to come after death is very different to the life here on earth. 

The Quran says: “From bringing in your place others like you, and from developing you into a 

form which at present you know not.”[Quran 56:62] According to Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the 

founder of Ahmadiyya sect in Islam, the soul will give birth to another rarer entity and will 

resemble the life on this earth in the sense that this entity will bear a similar relationship to the 

soul, as the soul bears relationship with the human existence on earth.   

 

 

We will raise you into a form of which you have not the slightest knowledge. Surah Al-Waqiah (Ch. 56: V.62) 

The human being not only has a body, but also has a 'spirit' given to him or her by God. The 

spirit is the seed from which a higher form of life grows within man, higher than physical life, 

just as the body has developed from a small 'seed'. Just as in the world around us higher 
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forms of life evolve from lower ones, similarly from the life of the individual in this world is 

evolved his higher 'spiritual' life. During his life, man's deeds shape and mould his spirit, for 

better or worse, according to his deeds. When a person dies, the physical body is finished, but 

the spirit remains, as he or she had moulded it by their deeds when alive. That is the life after 

death. 

Heaven and hell are not actual places somewhere in the universe, but really our inner 

conditions or the condition of the spirit resulting from our deeds. Heaven and hell begin in this 

life within a person's heart. 

The exact nature of these things cannot be known in this world because they are in an entirely 

different world where ours ideas of space, time, feelings, etc. do not apply. But to describe 

them to us, physical terms have to be used such as "gardens and rivers" in paradise, and the 

"fire" of hell, to give an idea of what they feel like. 

BAHÁ'Í FAITH 

The Bahá'í Faith regards the conventional description of heaven (and hell) as a specific place 

as symbolic. The Bahá'í writings describe heaven as a "spiritual condition" where closeness to 

God is defined as heaven; conversely hell is seen as a state of remoteness from God. 

Bahá'u'lláh, the founder of the Bahá'í Faith, has stated that the nature of the life of the soul in 

the afterlife is beyond comprehension in the physical plane, but has stated that the soul will 

retain its consciousness and individuality and remember its physical life; the soul will be able to 

recognize other souls and communicate with them. 

For Bahá'ís, entry into the next life has the potential to bring great joy.  Bahá'u'lláh likened 

death to the process of birth. He explains: "The world beyond is as different from this world as 

this world is different from that of the child while still in the womb of its mother."  The analogy to 

the womb in many ways summarizes the Bahá'í view of earthly existence: just as the womb 

constitutes an important place for a person's initial physical development, the physical world 

provides for the development of the individual soul. Accordingly, Bahá'ís view life as a 

preparatory stage, where one can develop and perfect those qualities which will be needed in 

the next life.  The key to spiritual progress is to follow the path outlined by the current 

Manifestation of God, which Bahá'ís believe is currently Bahá'u'lláh. Bahá'u'lláh wrote, "Know 
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thou, of a truth, that if the soul of man hath walked in the ways of God, it will, assuredly return 

and be gathered to the glory of the Beloved." 

The Bahá'í teachings state that there exists a hierarchy of souls in the afterlife, where the 

merits of each soul determines their place in the hierarchy, and that souls lower in the 

hierarchy cannot completely understand the station of those above. Each soul can continue to 

progress in the afterlife, but the soul's development is not entirely dependent on its own 

conscious efforts, the nature of which we are not aware, but also augmented by the grace of 

God, the prayers of others, and good deeds performed by others on Earth in the name of that 

person. 

BUDDHISM 
 
In the original early Buddhist teaching, there is no continuity in personality.  The Soul, the ego 

of person is destroyed when a person die and the parts of all the structure, body, soul and 

spirit go back their primal elements.  What is reborn is a total recycled being.  These beings as 

long as they live create their own heavens or hells.  They don’t go beyond their life time either.  

There are several dimensions of life and existence.  Each with their own life form and 

reincarnations. According to Buddhist cosmology the universe is impermanent and beings 

transmigrate through a number of existential "planes" in which this human world is only one 

"realm" or "path". 

 

But this first teachings of Buddha had undergone changes under various later influences 

including the Greek, Christian and Islamic teachings. 



 

 TIBETAN BUDDHISM 

There are 5 major types of heavens.

1. Akanishtha or Ghanavyiiha

This is the most supreme heaven wherein beings that have achieved Nirvana live for eternity.

2. Heaven of the Jinas 

3. Heavens of Formless Spirits

4. Brahmaloka.  These are 16 in number, and are free from sensuality.

5. Devaloka.  These are 6 in number, and contain sensuality.

JAINISM 
  

Structure of Universe as per the Jain Scriptures

The shape of the Universe as described in Jainism is shown alongside. Unlike the current 

convention of using North direction as the top of map, this uses South as the top. The shape is 

similar to a part of human form standing upright.

The Deva Loka (Heavens) are at the symbolic "chest", where all souls enjoying the positive 

karmic effects reside. The heavenly beings are referred to as 

devis (feminine form). According to Jainism, there is not one heavenly abode, but several 

layers to reward appropriately the souls of varying degree of karmit merits. Similarly, beneath 
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are 5 major types of heavens. 

Akanishtha or Ghanavyiiha 

This is the most supreme heaven wherein beings that have achieved Nirvana live for eternity.

Heavens of Formless Spirits. These are 4 in number. 

16 in number, and are free from sensuality. 

These are 6 in number, and contain sensuality. 

Structure of Universe as per the Jain Scriptures 

The shape of the Universe as described in Jainism is shown alongside. Unlike the current 

convention of using North direction as the top of map, this uses South as the top. The shape is 

similar to a part of human form standing upright. 

(Heavens) are at the symbolic "chest", where all souls enjoying the positive 

de. The heavenly beings are referred to as devas (masculine form) and 

(feminine form). According to Jainism, there is not one heavenly abode, but several 

layers to reward appropriately the souls of varying degree of karmit merits. Similarly, beneath 

This is the most supreme heaven wherein beings that have achieved Nirvana live for eternity. 

 

The shape of the Universe as described in Jainism is shown alongside. Unlike the current 

convention of using North direction as the top of map, this uses South as the top. The shape is 

(Heavens) are at the symbolic "chest", where all souls enjoying the positive 

(masculine form) and 

(feminine form). According to Jainism, there is not one heavenly abode, but several 

layers to reward appropriately the souls of varying degree of karmit merits. Similarly, beneath 
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the "waist" are the Narka Loka (Hell). Human, animal, insect, plant and microscopic life forms 

reside on the middle. 

The pure souls (who reached Siddha status) reside at the very south end (top) of the Universe

CHINESE FAITHS 

In the native Chinese Confucian traditions Heaven (Tian) is an important concept, where the 

ancestors reside and from which emperors drew their mandate to rule in their dynastic 

propaganda, for example. 

 

Heaven is a key concept in Chinese mythology, philosophies and religions, and 

of the spectrum a synonym of Shangdi ("Supreme Deity") and on the other naturalistic end, a 

synonym for nature and the sky. The Chinese term for Heaven, Tian (

name of the supreme deity of the Zhou Dynasty. After their con

1122 BC, the Zhou people considered their supreme deity Tian to be identical with the Shang 

supreme deity Shangdi. The Zhou people attributed Heaven with anthropomorphic attributes, 

evidenced in the etymology of the Chinese ch

depicted a person with a large cranium. Heaven is said to see, hear and watch over all men. 

Heaven is affected by man's doings, and having personality, is happy and angry with them. 

Heaven blesses those who pleas

was also believed to transcend all other spirits and gods, with Confucius asserting, "He who 

offends against Heaven has none to whom he can pray

 

Other philosophers born around the time of Confuc

view of Heaven, believing that Heaven is the divine ruler, just as the Son of Heaven (the King 

of Zhou) is the earthly ruler. Mozi believed that spirits and minor gods exist, but their function is 
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The pure souls (who reached Siddha status) reside at the very south end (top) of the Universe

 
 

ucian traditions Heaven (Tian) is an important concept, where the 

ancestors reside and from which emperors drew their mandate to rule in their dynastic 

Heaven is a key concept in Chinese mythology, philosophies and religions, and 

of the spectrum a synonym of Shangdi ("Supreme Deity") and on the other naturalistic end, a 

synonym for nature and the sky. The Chinese term for Heaven, Tian (天), derives from the 

name of the supreme deity of the Zhou Dynasty. After their conquest of the Shang Dynasty in 

1122 BC, the Zhou people considered their supreme deity Tian to be identical with the Shang 

The Zhou people attributed Heaven with anthropomorphic attributes, 

evidenced in the etymology of the Chinese character for Heaven or sky, which originally 

depicted a person with a large cranium. Heaven is said to see, hear and watch over all men. 

Heaven is affected by man's doings, and having personality, is happy and angry with them. 

Heaven blesses those who please it and sends calamities upon those who offend it

was also believed to transcend all other spirits and gods, with Confucius asserting, "He who 

offends against Heaven has none to whom he can pray”. 

Other philosophers born around the time of Confucius such as Mozi took an even more theistic 

view of Heaven, believing that Heaven is the divine ruler, just as the Son of Heaven (the King 

of Zhou) is the earthly ruler. Mozi believed that spirits and minor gods exist, but their function is 

(Hell). Human, animal, insect, plant and microscopic life forms 

The pure souls (who reached Siddha status) reside at the very south end (top) of the Universe  

ucian traditions Heaven (Tian) is an important concept, where the 

ancestors reside and from which emperors drew their mandate to rule in their dynastic 

Heaven is a key concept in Chinese mythology, philosophies and religions, and is on one end 

of the spectrum a synonym of Shangdi ("Supreme Deity") and on the other naturalistic end, a 

), derives from the 

quest of the Shang Dynasty in 

1122 BC, the Zhou people considered their supreme deity Tian to be identical with the Shang 

The Zhou people attributed Heaven with anthropomorphic attributes, 

aracter for Heaven or sky, which originally 

depicted a person with a large cranium. Heaven is said to see, hear and watch over all men. 

Heaven is affected by man's doings, and having personality, is happy and angry with them. 

e it and sends calamities upon those who offend it. Heaven 

was also believed to transcend all other spirits and gods, with Confucius asserting, "He who 

ius such as Mozi took an even more theistic 

view of Heaven, believing that Heaven is the divine ruler, just as the Son of Heaven (the King 

of Zhou) is the earthly ruler. Mozi believed that spirits and minor gods exist, but their function is 
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merely to carry out the will of Heaven, watching for evil-doers and punishing them. Thus they 

function as angels of Heaven and do not detract from its monotheistic government of the world. 

With such a high monotheism, it is not surprising that Mohism championed a concept called 

"universal love" (jian'ai, 兼愛), which taught that Heaven loves all people equally and that each 

person should similarly love all human beings without distinguishing between his own relatives 

and those of others. In Mozi's Will of Heaven (天志), he writes: 

"I know Heaven loves men dearly not without reason. Heaven ordered the sun, the moon, and 

the stars to enlighten and guide them. Heaven ordained the four seasons, Spring, Autumn, 

Winter, and Summer, to regulate them. Heaven sent down snow, frost, rain, and dew to grow 

the five grains and flax and silk that so the people could use and enjoy them. Heaven 

established the hills and rivers, ravines and valleys, and arranged many things to minister to 

man's good or bring him evil. He appointed the dukes and lords to reward the virtuous and 

punish the wicked, and to gather metal and wood, birds and beasts, and to engage in 

cultivating the five grains and flax and silk to provide for the people's food and clothing. This 

has been so from antiquity to the present." Mozi, Will of Heaven, Chapter 27, Paragraph 6, ca. 

5th Century BC 

Mozi criticized the Confucians of his own time for not following the teachings of Confucius. By 

the time of the later Han Dynasty, however, under the influence of Xunzi, the Chinese concept 

of Heaven and Confucianism itself had become mostly naturalistic, though some Confucians 

argued that Heaven was where ancestors reside. Worship of Heaven in China continued with 

the erection of shrines, the last and greatest being the Temple of Heaven in Beijing, and the 

offering of prayers. The ruler of China in every Chinese dynasty would perform annual 

sacrificial rituals to Heaven, usually by slaughtering two healthy bulls as sacrifice. 

HINDUISM 

Attaining heaven is not the final pursuit in Hinduism as heaven itself is ephemeral and related 

to physical body. Being tied by the bhoot-tatvas, heaven cannot be perfect either and is just 

another name for pleasurable and mundane material life.  

 

According to Hindu cosmology, above the earthly plane, are other planes: (1) Bhuva Loka, (2) 

Swarga Loka, meaning Good Kingdom, is the general name for heaven in Hinduism, a 
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heavenly paradise of pleasure, where most of the Hindu Devatas (Deva) reside along with the 

king of Devas, Indra, and beatified mortals. Some other planes are Mahar Loka, Jana Loka, 

Tapa Loka and Satya Loka. Since heavenly abodes are also tied to the cycle of birth and 

death, any dweller of heaven or hell will again be recycled to a different plane and in a different 

form as per the karma and "maya" i.e. the illusion of Samsara. This cycle is broken only by 

self-realization by the Jivatma. This self-realization is Moksha (Turiya, Kaivalya). 

The concept of moksha is unique to Hinduism and is unparalleled. Moksha stands for liberation 

from the cycle of birth and death and final communion with Brahman. With moksha, a liberated 

soul attains the stature and oneness with Brahman or Pramatma. Different schools such as 

Vedanta, Mimansa, Sankhya, Nyaya, Vaisheshika, and Yoga offer subtle differences in the 

concept of Brahman, obvious Universe, its genesis and regular destruction, Jivatma, Nature 

(Prakriti) and also the right way in attaining perfect bliss or moksha. 

 

In the Vaishnava traditions the highest heaven is Vaikuntha, which exists above the six 

heavenly lokas and outside of the mahat-tattva or mundane world. It's where eternally liberated 

souls who have attained moksha reside in eternal sublime beauty with Lakshmi and Narayana 

(a manifestation of Vishnu). 

 

MESOAMERICAN RELIGIONS 

  

The Nahua people such as the Aztecs, Chichimecs and the Toltecs believed that the heavens 

were constructed and separated into 13 levels. Each level had from one to many Lords living in 

and ruling these heavens. Most important of these heavens was Omeyocan (Place of Two). 

The thirteen heavens were ruled by Ometeotl, the dual Lord, creator of the Dual-Genesis who, 

as male, takes the name Ometecuhtli (Two Lord), and as female is named Omecihuatl (Two 

Lady). 

Polynesia 

  

In the creation myths of Polynesian mythology are found various concepts of the heavens and 

the underworld. These differ from one island to another. What they share is the view of the 

universe as an egg or coconut that is divided between the world of humans (earth), the upper 
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world of heavenly gods, and the underworld. Each of these is subdivided in a manner 

reminiscent of Dante's Divine Comedy, but the number of divisions and their names differs 

from one Polynesian culture to another.[40] 

Māori 

In Māori mythology, the heavens are divided into a number of realms. Different tribes number 

the heaven differently, with as few as two and as many as fourteen levels. One of the more 

common versions divides heaven thus: 

1. Kiko-rangi, presided over by the god Toumau 

2. Waka-maru, the heaven of sunshine and rain 

3. Nga-roto, the heaven of lakes where the god Maru rules 

4. Hau-ora, where the spirits of newborn children originate 

5. Nga-Tauira, home of the servant gods 

6. Nga-atua, which is ruled over by the hero Tawhaki 

7. Autoia, where human souls are created 

8. Aukumea, where spirits live 

9. Wairua, where spirit gods live while waiting on those in 

10. Naherangi or Tuwarea, where the great gods live presided over by Rehua 

The Māori believe these heavens are supported by pillars. Other Polynesian peoples see them 

being supported by gods (as in Hawai'i). In one Tahitian legend, heaven is supported by an 

octopus. 
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PAUMOTU, TUAMOTUS 

  
An 1869 illustration by a Tuomatuan chief portraying nine heavens. 

The Polynesian conception of the universe and its division is nicely illustrated by a famous 

drawing made by a Tuomotuan chief in 1869. Here, the nine heavens are further divided into 

left and right, and each stage is associated with a stage in the evolution of the earth that is 

portrayed below. The lowest division represents a period when the heavens hung low over the 

earth, which was inhabited by animals that were not known to the islanders. In the third 

division is shown the first murder, the first burials, and the first canoes, built by Rata. In the 

fourth division, the first coconut tree and other significant plants are born  

THEOSOPHY 

It is believed in Theosophy of Helena Blavatsky that each religion (including Theosophy) has 

its own individual Heaven in various regions of the upper astral plane that fits the description of 

that Heaven that is given in each religion, which a soul that has been good in their previous life 

on Earth will go to. The area of the upper astral plane of Earth in the upper atmosphere where 

the various Heavens are located is called Summerland (Theosophists believe Hell is located in 
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the lower astral plane of Earth which extends downward from the surface of the earth down to 

its center). However, Theosophists believe that the soul is recalled back to Earth after an 

average of about 1400 years by the Lords of Karma to incarnate again. The final Heaven that 

souls go to billions of years in the future after they finish their cycle of incarnations is called 

Devachan  

Except for the Semitic religions, there never was a concept of God as who is involved in the 

redemption of Mankind and in general the redemption of the whole creation.  All other religions 

hold that for every action the sentient beings receive their due reward, those who build up the 

creation will be rewarded and those who pull down will be punished in accordance with their 

works.  This is the law of Karma – the physical law of cause and effect.  While Islam rely on the 

mercy of God as a good luck chance, Judaism has the concept of Mesiahnic World to Come 

which was essentially a political hope of salvation.  Only in Christianity we see a God who 

cares enough to die for His creation.  This gives the ultimate new concept of redemption and 

requirement of every being to serve one another and die for one another.  The greatest in the 

Kingdom of God is the one who serves the most and God is just that.  No other religion defines 

God as Love.  Love is giving oneself.  “God so loved the world that He gave his only begotten 

Son”, “We know love by this, that He laid down His life for us,” and God demands that we lay 

down our lives for the brethren.   

God with his love will redeem all of his creation. 

Revelation 21 1-5 

 Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed 

away. Also there was no more sea.  Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.   And I heard a 

loud voice from heaven saying, “Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and He will dwell 

with them, and they shall be His people. God Himself will be with them and be their God.   And 

God will wipe away every tear from their eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor 

crying. There shall be no more pain, for the former things have passed away.” 

 Then He who sat on the throne said, “Behold, I make all things new.” And He said to me, 

“Write, for these words are true and faithful.” 
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God does it all in love.  In His love He ordained death. Bible tells us that after death believers’ 

souls are taken to heaven, because their sins are forgiven by having received Christ as Savior 

(John 3:16, 18, 36). For believers, death is to be “away from the body and at home with the 

Lord” (2 Corinthians 5:6-8;Philippians 1:23). And when the time is ripe Jesus will come back to 

earth and the souls of the believers will come with him and  they will be given undecaying 

bodies.    1 Corinthians 15:50-54 and 1 Thessalonians 4:13-17describe believers being 

resurrected and given glorified bodies.   At the resurrection of believers, the physical body is 

resurrected, glorified, and then reunited with the soul/spirit. This reunited and glorified body-

soul-spirit will be the new creation man.   

1 Thessalonians 4:13-18  

"But I would not have you to be ignorant, brethren, concerning them which are asleep, that ye 

sorrow not, even as others which have no hope. For if we believe that Jesus died and rose 

again, even so them also which sleeps in Jesus will God bring with him. For this we say unto 

you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord 

shall not prevent them which are asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with 

a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ 

shall rise first: Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in 

the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore 

comfort one another with these words.   
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